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ROY.

ADD HARRISON
:
FOUND DEAD

r

Add Harrison an eccentric
who has been holding do
wn a claim south of town for the
past year and who proved up on
a claim N, W. of town a few ye.
ars ago was found dead in his
shack Thursday by Vicíente Baca
Mr. Harrison had undressed and
gone to bed and from appearances had died While asleep. Mr.
Baca notified Mr. Stafford who
came to town and had Judge
Foster and Undertaker Dodds go
to the place and after an exami- nation it was decided to hold
an inquest.
The Coroners inquest found
s
that death had come from
and the body was brot to
town and embalmed and his re
latives notified of his demise.
The body is at the Dodds under
natur-cause-

STULTS-WILS-

EDWIN

ON

A telegram, reading something like this, was received by
L. W. Wilson and family last
Saturday morning: ""Married
yesterday at Clarendon. Will be
up on Polly today.
(Signed)
Avis."
, The above was the first news
received in which anyone even

dreamed that their beautiful

and accomplished daughter was
about to be,
become, a
happy bride, but after recovering from their surprise, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson proceeded to Mosquero to meet the bride and
groom, and were again surprised to know that their new
was Mr. Allan Stults
from their old home at Wellington.
And here is the rest of the
story, or rather the romance :
Miss Avis, who is one of the
most popular young ladies of
Roy and Mosquero, and who
vorked several months at the
Lujan and Son store here, left
for Wellington a few months ago
to attend school and visit her
sister, ,Mrs. Bowen, and shortly
after arriving there met Mr. Al
lan Stults, a prominent stenographer of that place, and as the
old saying goes, it was a case of
"love at first sight" which culminated last week in their marriage at Clarenden as per the
or-ha-

son-in-la-

w

taking establishment awaiting
orders from relatives as to what
to do with the body.
, Mr. Harrison came to this country from Okla. 7 or 8 years a- f go and has been in the poultry
business for the past few years.
During the last 3 years he has
been a sufferer with diabetes and telegram.
The bride, Mrs. Stults, is the
little hope was held out for his
recovery forthe past year.He second youngest daughter of Mr.
;

.

was in town

about2 weeks ago

and called for his mail.

From
all indications he had been dead
about 2 days as no one had seen
him around the ranch during that
timfe.

A PROCLAMATION

f

'
In memory of our brave soldier ,boys, both the, living s and
dead, and in commemoration; "of
that memorable, day; when the
last shot was fired in. the World
War, I, Fred S. Brown, Mayor
of the Town of Roy, do hereby
designate Thursday, November

11th, ARMISTICE DAY, as a
legal holiday for the Town of
Roy, New Mexico.!
As a fitting observation of
this memorable day, I ask that
all Business Houses remain closed throughout the whole day ,so
long as business conditions will
permit, f.nd that due reverence
be shown those who gave their
all that this great nation might
be mad nafe for those living
within it.
."

Mora County.

and Mrs. L. W. Wilson, one of
Mosquero's prominent' farmers
and stockraisers, and lived at
Wellington until a f eW years ago
when her parents moved to their
new home about two miles north
of Mosquero. For the past few
years she has been prominent in
the younger social life of both
Mosquero and Roy and her
friends are as numerous as are
her acquaintances and e are assured that iHe"lyrty groom has
made a choice tjiat he will never
'
'
'
regreti
The groom, JMr.' Allah Stults.
comes from one of Wellington's
prominent families, haa an. ex
oellent business education, and is
considered one of Wellington's
finest young men, and he should
consider himself lucky that he
has made the wise selection for
a life partner.
Mr. and Mrs. Stults were accompanied from Wellington to
Clarenden, x where they were
married, and on to Amarillo by
Mr. and Mrs. Austin O'Neil, intimate friends of the bride and
'
groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Stults will be at
home to their many friends on
and after November 15th at El
Paso, where the groom has an
excellent position as bookkeeper

New Mexico.

Saturday. November

6. 1920.

GRANDMA McCURDY

P. IVEY

The news of the death of E. F.
Ivey, prominent pioneer and highly
respected citizen of Roy, came as
distinct shock to his many friends
Sunday, October 30th, at "High
,
Twelve".
Mr; Ivey has been in poor health
for the past two years, buffering from
Brights disease, and has bravely
fought the losing fight for life and
health,
Last winter he spent in
southern California and the previous
winter at the healing springs of Arkansas and other points east. Careful dieting and the care of his sister,
Mrs. Agnes Titterington, has kept him
in comparative, comfort and prolonged his life, but he finally gave up the
fight after only a few days illness
when he ceased to struggle against
the grim reaper.
Edwin ,FitzgeraId Ivey was born at
Lebanon, Missouri, February 21st,
1856, and was aged 64 years, 7
months and 9 days. He was married in 1889 at Eureka Springs, Ark.
Two sons were born to them, Floyd E.
n
Ivey,
citizen of Roy, and
Joe A. Ivey, who preceded his father
in death.
. Earlyj in life
ht confessed the
Christian's belief in the God of all
men, and he lived a devoted life in
the service of his Master and of his
fellow men.
He became a Mason in his early
manhood at Lebannon, Mo., and became a 32nd Degree Mason in the
Scottish Rite Temple at McAlister,
Okla. He was also a member of the
well-know-

.

A. O. U. W.
He was a charter member of Acacia Lodge, A. F. ft A. M. and also of
Mizpah Chapter, Order of the East-

ern Star, of Roy, and was Chaplain
of both orders at the time of his
death.
He was a man who measured foursquare to the world, just, kindly,
practical and charitable. He
was a pillar of strength to his church,
supporting it) financially in time of
stress and setting an example ever
worthy of emulation,
to. Roy in 1908,
j He came
land, a mile east of. town
which has since been his home.; He
has ever take an active interest in
political importaffairs of local-'ami- '
ance, and in his quiet and unobtrusive Way he was a power for good 'in

far-seein- g)

home-steadi-

allthahnels.; ':

-

.Chritiana Bowers McCurdy pa
ssed away Nov. 2nd. 1920 at the
residence of her grand children
Mr. and Mrs. J.E.Brown at Roy
N.M. Grandma McCurdy as she
was called by her numerous frie
nd3 was born March 3 1833 in
Carroll County Ohio and was married to Isaac Mccurdy to which
union there was born 2 children
Mary Margaret, who died at the
age of 3 years and Martha Melisa who became the wife of Guy
B.Hall and survives her mpther.
Her husband was a soldier of
and gave hia life to save the Union ,of the States. Grandma had
two stepchildren to whom she
gave the same ténder care she
did to her own child; these child
ren reside at Wellsburg W.Va.
Grandma had ten brothers and
sisters, she being the last survi
vor, one sister preceding her on
ly 18 days at the age of 92 years
and 6 months.
Mrs. McCurdy had 27 grand- and 21 great grand children,

-
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ÓNLY SOLID SOUTH
ESCAPES
NEW MEXICO REPUBLICAN
WITH THE REST
DEMOCRATIC FUSION WINS

IN MORA CO.

Senator Harding was elected President and Gov. Coolidge
Vice president lasl Tuesday by one of the largest majorities ever
cast for a president. Hdin2 carried every state in the Union ex
cept the solid South and late returns give j Okla. and Tennesáee to
;
the Republicans.
Mexico
he
not
only
New
state
of
In the
won but swept the
whole Republican State ticket into office with him by majorities
of nearly 2000.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY
In Mora Co. the Democratic
The Misses Luetta and Velma GibFusion Ticket won by majorities
ranging from less than a hundred son and Leola and Lulu Mahoney gave
a Hallowe'en Party to the young folks
to about 850 votes. At three o,cl-oc- at the John F. Gibson
home last SatFriday it was conceded by urday night. '
About thirty-fiv- e
the Republicans that they! t had
of the younger
set gathered at the Gibson
social
lost the whole County ticket.
This will give Roy three County home dressed in every conceivable
masquerade imaginable, and goblins,
officers as follows: J.W. BECK they were numerous as the ghosts
of
Representative Mrs. Grace Ogden old.
,
The evening was spent in playing
Supt. of school and E.J.H. Roy
games of different types, telling
County Surveyor.
k

ghost stories' and eating pumpkin pie.
Miss Velma Gibson won the prize
to one Democratic, altho Cox fo- as the tackiest ghost and Rhoda Gib- iled to carry this ratio. Mrs. Ogd-e- n son the prize for the one unable to be
headed the ticket w Lib the gr named. A lunch, consisting of pumpand coffee, .was
eatest majority and J.W.Beck a kin pie, sandwiches
served at midnight by the young hostclose second and E. JÚI,Ry a esses and as the hour hand passed
the
close third. Nearly 500 votes v. ; i 12.3Q place,, all left for their borne
cast in the Roy precinct and the ill the mud and rain wondering if the
judges did not finish counting ghosts would be kind enough to let
'
until earl", Wednesday morning them go borne unmolested.
Those present report' this young
Solano went Democratic by a ladies, excellent entertainers and wish
' Wednesday evening.. smaU majority and Mills cást a ed that Hallowe'en ' would come of ten..
mixed plurality. The-- ' number of er than it does.
,

Roy

Precint went about three

'

1

Cemetry

-

.
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''CARD OF THANKS

scratched ballots on. this side of
the river was enormous and' far
We desire to thank the many
greater than the number of strai
friends for the kindness shown
ght ballots.
duaing the sickness, death and
One noticeable fact of the elec
burial of our beloved mother and
ti oh at Roy was the large num
grandmother.
ber of farmers that failed to vote.
G.B.Hall and family
Why this was we are unable to a
J.E. Brown and wife
say but Roy fell short at leaat a
R. W. Boul ware and wife
hundred votes of what she sho'
uld have cast
Next week we will try and publTO WHOM IT MAY
ish the exact vote of the Roy prCONCERN
ecinct and also Mora County but
This is to say that I have so far as the nation is concerned
not resigned as Postmaster of there is nothing more to say
Harding will be inaugerated
Roy and any reports to the ef than
March
4th next.
have resigned
feet

This memorial would be incomplete
were we td omit a testimony to the
mutual fidelity and devotion which
existed between him and his sister,
Agnes
Titterington.
Their
Mrs.
interests have been mutual and their
lives serene and beautiful as they
have gone hand in hand down the
shady side of life. Their many friends
will cherish her with greater care
,;
now that the brother on whom she de
'
;
By Fred S. Brown,
pended is gone on to the reward that
Mayor.
,
,
awaits the righteous.
Attest:
, Frank L. Schultz, Clerk.
,
The funeral was held at the Christ
ian church in Roy, Monday, Novem
establishment ber 1st, at four o'clock p. m., conduct;
prominent
a
with
'
received a nice letter from
The
at that place.
ed by his former pastor and friend
Stella Trujillo' of Pueblo, Colorado,
exSpanish-American
The
Rev.O. W. Hearn, of East Las Vegas,
last week. Stella was, inquiring about
to the happy and he was buried in the Roy ceme
felicitations
tends
her many friends in Roy and wanted couple.
tery with the rites of the Ancient,
are
that I
the Spanish-America- n
a? she said she
Accepted Masons, T. E,
just must hear from her old friends :Mesdames Ray Carr and Raymond Free and
untrue.
Lodge, per
was the best Pendleton returned home from Tex- Mitchell, Master of the
in Roy and that the
My term of office ends the
forming
ritualistic
ceremonies.
the
way. Stella is much pleased with her as last Saturday, where they were
part of February 1924,
latter
body
in
a
lodge
attended
The Masonic
new home, but still longs for Roy.
called a few weeks ago to the bedside and many friends were present to pay and altho I am contemp latir
of their grandfather, who was report- a last tribute of love and respect, and
resigning m the future, I will
glad- to report
Omar Keene, the "Devil" at the ed very low. We are
say farewell to a friend and broth
to
let the Public know abont it in
nicely
S-office, is on the sick list this that their grandfather is doing
er. Floral offerings from the frater
Talk
recovery.
to
ample
road
time to make the necessweek and the whole work is thrown and is on the
nal orders and friends helped to
widowers,
happy
of
couple
a
about
ary
choice
for my incumbent for
on the new guys. Omar is at Tucunw
soften the sting of bereavement and
Ray and Ray
seen
have
you
should
will
soon
and
taking
his
treatment
passing
cari
the sorrow of friends at
,
the office.
mond and the smiles they are now is tempered with rejoicing in the
be back at his old job.
WILLIAM
G.
JOHNSON
P.M.
wearing,
knowledge that, here was a MAN.
n
and its
The
DEATH OF PEDRO GRIEGO
many readers extend sympathy to the
bereaved.
J. A. Griego, one of Roy's promindraymen, Teceived a message
ent
CARD OF THANKS
morning that his father, 'PeMonday
We wish to extend, our thanks to
Griego,
had died Monday morndro
tkose who assisted us so kindly dur ing
old home ;n Española.
at
their
ing the sickness and death of our be
P. Griego was one of the old setand
brother.
husband,
father
loved
tlers of the Española neighborhood
We also want to thank Rev. O. W.
and had spent most of his life at
Masonic
Hearn, the members of the
place. He was 65 years of age
that
Lodge, the Order of the Eastern Star,
Nov. 6th and 8th.
the
time of his death, and was the
at
the
and church and the Friends for
of twelve children, eight ef
father
beautiful floral offerings and the
living, four having preced
are
whom
words of sympathy extended.
to the grave. The
ed
father
their
MRS. ANNA IVEY,
was
held
from the family
funeral
FLOYD IVEY AND WIFE,
Espamola on Wednesday and
home
at
AGGIE TITTERINGTON,
was attended by a large concourse of
sorrowing Iriends. tiis son, j. a.
'
ST. GEORGE SCHOOL
Grie?o, of this place, left on the afThe progress of the new parochial ternoon Polly Tuesday to ke present
school is beyond expectation, as the. at the funeral. The
n
number of pupils is now ninety, with
extends sympathy to the bereav"
prompt attendance and faithful work. ed.
;
,'
These prices for .CASH .ONLY ,
The results of the contests of the
duty
of
issue
its
do
next
Make' your DOLLAR
last month will be in the
SPECIAL "NOTICE
our nice paper, "The Spanish Amer
ican. '
(Wateh this space every week)
Baby Score Cards will be mailed to
PADRECITO.
mothers as soon as official record
blanks are received land filled out.
Miss Lydia Lancaster left for her They can be explained by any memhome at. East Las Vegas last
ber of Scoring Committee.
Place to Trade"
'

43

EPÜBLIGAN:

.

For the past 8 years she has
been a resident of Roy, during
this time she had the tender
and loving care especially of
her Grandaughter Leora Hall
Grandma professed her faith in
the Savior at an early age and
has lived consistent and obedient
follower of the Lord and Master,
giving her services to the sick
and needy, ministering even beyond her strength.
For. the last 9 months she
was confined to her room and
showing that Christian fortitude
and cheerfulness, of a follower
of the Savior, telling her frie- n ds she was1 ready to answer
'
the call of her God.
; v
She was laid to rest in the Roy

Number

S-- A

f

-

Mr. Ernest Anderson returned from
Laperte, Indiana, last Saturday, and
has secured a position at the Anderson Garage. He reports things, and
especially work, very quiet in the
'
east.

A

LEAVES FOR NEW YORK
Fred Fluhman left last 3unday for
New York, where he will meet his
brother who. will arrive on a steamer
'nart. tt
from Switzerland the
the week. Mr. Fluhman has not seen
his brother in a number of years and
the reunion will be a joyful one.
After the brother visits for a few
months in the United States, Mr.
Fluhman will return with him to
Switzerland for a few months' visit to
the home of his childhood. Mr. Fluhman has made good on the Mesa and
is surely entitled to the vacation, if
any one is. And by the way, we
might add that he is Just completing
one of the f inest homes on the Mesa;
and the work is being done by Ray'
Carr and E. P. Henry, two of RoyV
prominent contractors.
.

atr

:

The storm of Saturday tied up the
Republican speakers at Wagon' Mound.

last Saturday and they failed to get
here for the rally Saturday night.
Well, it is all over now, so the rally
question is settled for two years, at
'
least.

FOR THIS WEEK

...

Car ef

Spanish-America-

0

tí

Saturday and Monday Only

,

Apples $1.50 a bushel

Spanish-America-

.

.

ROY TRACING CQMPANYj
"A Profitable

APPLES
Your choice of six best winter

:

varieties, $ 3.00 for one
hundred pounds.
Buy Your Winter Supply Now
Next week
Another Car Of Colorado Potatoes, Onions,
and Cabbage, A Little Later,

Car of Canned Goods, Fruits

Vegetables Etc.
THE MESA

CO-OPERATI- VE

CO.

.Where you get the most for what you sell,
and pay the least for what you buy.

,''.',
,

J.V.

-

'

''
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v
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ñüD

PTHIG
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HEWS TO DATE

SPELLS

DIZZY

the Cause of such Symptoms
t
'
nd Remedy Told in This
Letter.

III PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THI NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

fiyraeuse, N. T. "When I commenced the Change of Life I was poorly.

oaa

I

iununi

speiia.

suffered for two
or three years before I began taking
LydiaE.PinkhaW5

Vegetable Com
pound and the Liver
Pills which I saw ad

ill vertlsed in the
papers and in your
little books. I took

I

J

DURIIiG THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
Waalara Nawapapar Unían Mawa Barrica.

about twelve bottles

i!-

WESTERN
fluí
of tout Vegetable
Lacking railroad fare, Peter Ersba
ympouna ana roana it a wonaenui
remedy. I commenced to pkk up at vonec, a Greek, tried to swim, fully
if

mini

a

al

once and my suffering was relieved. I
have told others about tout medicine
and know of some who have taken it.
I am riad to help others all I can."
Mrs. R. E. Demimg, 437 W. Lafayette
Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
While Change of Life is a most critical period of a woman's existence, the
annoying symptoms which accompany
it may be controlled, and normal health
restored by the timely ose of Lydia G,
tfnkham'a Vegetable Compound.
Moreover this reliable remedy contains no narcotics or harmful drugs snd
ewes its efficiency to the medicinal ex-

,

.'
-

-'

.

tractives of the native roots and herbs

'faichit

contains.

Ladles
A few days' trestment with
CARTER'S LITTLE LIVER PILLS
will do more to clean
cp the skin than all
ñ

uw ueauiTLrcat-

menta in creauun. An im

perfect

150 miles.

Be sank after traveling a mile. Duck
hunters rescued him.
A. B. Show, professor of European
history at Stanford since 1802, died
at the age of 64. Professor Show was
a graduate of Doane college, Nebraska,
He is survived by a widow and five

-

CARTER'S
ITTLIZ

-

com- -

plexion

IVEH

A

PILLS

i

caused by a
sluggish liver.

' Million of people, old. young and middle age,
take them for Biliouaneaa, Dtnineaa, Sick

Headache, Upaet Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply and Blotchy Skia. They end the

,.niaerr of Cooatipatioo.

Small Pill Small Dose Small Price

;

'

'

y

;

'
.

A

f

Electric Light Plant Perhaps.
plant which Is somewhat common
S. ;;
Brazil shows a remarkable lumino
Sty which can be seen for a distance
;Jt a mile. Seated near one of these
Ü" iltiiiU after nightfall it la possible to
: read fine print and to perform other
operations which require a light

i'A
i

Dcn't Go From Bad
to Worse!
Are von always weak, miserable sad
f Then it's time you found out
what is wrong. Kidney weakness cause
much suffering from backache, lame-netilines and rheumatie pains,
and if neglected, brings danger of serious trouble
dropar, grsvel and
Bright'a diseaae.
Don't delay. Uta
Doan't Kidney Pills. They have
helped thousand and should help you.
Ask your neighbor!
half-sic-

A Colorado Cata

Mrs. Fred Anderson, 11S W. Mareno
Ave.,
Springs, Colo.,

Colorado

say: "I

suffered
from kidney disorder and could barely straighten my
back after washing because it was
falnful andthelame,
top
of my head was
coming oil with

headaches.
neighbor told

son-in-la-

CO-

rrt rrlil.
nrnil LV
LDLI'Irl
S ULIISLLll
- ..
. 11
c a.iHi.

reported discrimination against the
Jews in that country were adopted at
a conference of the provisional organization, American Jewish Congress

A

in session

BUFFALO, N. Y.

pnrrmvmmmnomm.

".'

drwrlM

OUUrat--ri- r
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W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

vrr'a

br

45-19- 20.

Main Idea With Youngster.
A

youngster had caused his dad

much worry by crossing streets with
out looking first for passing vehicles.
To impress upon the youngster's mind
the necessity of being more careful, he
was telling his wife in the boy's presence a story of another little boy who,
while crossing the street with an ice
crw.ro cone, had been run down by a

heavy motortruck. For a brief moment the child sat In deep thought;
then asked : "Did he spill the cone,
pop?"

m m

T Nltlht

WSJ

UP a Mornini

KeepVour EVes
ntm rW

(

Car
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Maria

of the appropriation of
made the Red Cross for the
lief of sufferers in the famine area of
China will be transmitted immediately
through the State Department, It was
announced at National
Red Cross
headquarters.
Reports of the national committee
of the Prohibition party, filed with the
clerk of the House of Representatives,
showed receipts of $13,244.49 in the
party's national, presidential campaign
and expenditures of $13,017.82 up to
One-fift- h

$500,000

Resolutions demanding immediate action by the Polish government to end

DOAN'S- ""mV
POSTER. MILBURN

WASHINGTON

C.aiesU4

at

New York.

An expression of thanks to the
American government and people for
their courteous reception was issued
by the delegates from Great Britain
to tercentenary of the landing of the
pilgrims at Plymouth and the first
legislative assembly at Jamestown, Va.
Explosive tests wll be made with the
old battleship Indiana in Lower Chesapeake bay, by placing bombs In various parts of the ship to demonstrate
their destructive effect had they been
dropped from the air. After the bombing experiments the old warship will
be anchored In Tangier sound as a
target for ships of the Atlantic fleet
Suit for $2,353,416 damages against
the United States Shipping Board and
the Emergency Fleet Corporation has
been started by the Huron, Minneapolis, St Paul and Binghampton Steamship Companies. The four companies
allege they lost this amount through
failure of the two bodies to keep an
alleged promise to transfer to Canadian registry twelve steel freighters
and to advance $750,000 to facilitate
the construction of the vessels last
year at the Virginia Shipbuilding Corporation yard at Alexandria, Va.

Southwest News
From

It i

New Mexico
and Arizona

and Charles E. Ruthenberg of Cleveland, were convicted of criminal anarchy by a jury In Supreme Court of New
York. Justice Weeks immediately sen
tenced them to state's prison for terms
of from five to ten years each.
Edgar Carlton Stinger of Clear
Lake, Minn., sent a gold watch and
chain to the Democratic national committee as his contribution to ths
Democratic campaign fund. Still running, the watch was received at headquarters In New York, with a letter
from Stinger.
The Otis Company announced at
Ware, Mass., that Its cloth department
would operate only four days a week,
beginning at once, because of lack of
orders. About 1,000 operatives are affected. A part of the underwear department already Is on a four-da- y
Appropriations totalling nearly $800,-00- 0
for relief work in the Near East
were voted by the executive committee
of the Near East Relief. A gift of
$150,000 from Armenians resident in
the United States, wss received, and
the committee appropriated $300,000
for Immediate purchase of supplies for
Armenia.

I

Waalara Nawapapar Union Naara Servlae.
The R. O. T. C. unit at the Univers-

ity of Arizona consists now of troops
"A," "B" and "C" and band, duly
and organized Into separate or-

ganizations.
Shifting ground In the Junction mine
at Blsbee of the Calumet A Arizona
Mining Company gave way, resulting
In huge Umbers crashing downward
and Instantly killing John James, a
timberman. Two other men with James
escaped unhurt.
The old buildings at Camp Cody,
near Demlng, N. Méx., are slowly being torn down and In a short time
there will be nothing left of what was
once one of the largest camps In the
country. These buildings sheltered the
Thirty-fourt- h
Division, when they were
being trained for overseas service.
Two blocks In east Clovls, N. Méx.,
will be purchased and fenced for an
athletic field for the city, If the present plans of the board of education
are carried out. The site Is about ten
blocks from the main street and is 300
by 600 feet, comprising space enough
for football, baseball and possibly a
small track.
On the eighth of May, prohibition
officers raided the residence of Silas
May at Tucumcari, N. Méx., and seized
nine cases of whisky. Mr. May claimed
it was unlawful and took It to federal
court. He was recently granted a permit by the court to move the whisky
from the postoffice back to his residence for his own use.
Governor Campbell of Arizona
granted a requisition for extradition
to California of Nathan Robinson, who
also was said to have used the name
of John Myers to stand trial In San
Francisco on a charge of murder In
connection with the death of Nelson
S. Dunning.
Robinson was arrested

beginning Nov. 1.

Stephen Strong Gregory, 72, former
president of the American Bar Association, died suddenly at bis home In
Chicago of heart disease. Mr. Gregory defended Eugene V. Debs In his
trial on a conspiracy charge following the American Railway union strike
In 1894.

Governor Russell was burned In effigy at Oxford, Miss, by 200 students
of the University of Mississippi as a
demonstration against regulations by
the' university board of trustees
stricting dancing. The . governor
chairman of the board.
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The Flavor Lasts
So Doss the Price!

mm
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that state are preparing a petition to

presented to Governor Borquez,
asking the chief executive to convene
the state congress fn special session
to consider the matter of statewide
L
prohibition In Sonora.
A cavalry unit for the New Mexico
Military Institute at Boswell, N. Méx.,
Is now assured, according to a report
of Col. J. W. Wilson, who has been
in touch with the War Department regarding the organisation for some
time. Indications are that the government will send the horses about the
first of the year and that men from
the regular army will be sent to the
school to train the cadets.
Seven bond Issues for city Improvements, totaling $1,040,000, were authorized by the city commission of
Phoenix by adoption of an ordinance
and will be voted on by the taxpayers
of Phoenix at a special election to be
held Nov. 27. The date was first erroneously reported as October 27. The
bond issues varying In amounts from
$40,000 for a state armory to $450,000
for extensions and Improvements In
the city water system and Include
$150,000 for an addition to the city
hall.
There are 200 more teachers In the
public schools of Arizona this year
than last according to an estimate by
Frank Dykes, assistant superintendent
of public instruction.
The registered Alsatian police dog
entered in the Santa Barbara, Calif.,
dog show by Mrs. W. S. Cox of Silver
City, N. Méx., won both first and second prize. Over 150 dogs were entered, the show being the largest ever
be

-

stock-raisin-

one-fift-
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The steamship Celtic arrived In New
York from Liverpool and Queenstown
with 344 boxes of gold valued at approximately $11,000,000, consigned to
the Federal Reserve Bank.
companies
trucking
New York
adopted resolutions refusing recent demands of their 50,000 employes for
shorter hours and Increased pay, and
notifying them that they must work
ten hours for the present nine-hou- r
held In California.
wage.
More than 11,000,000 acres of land,
The speed typewriting championship
of the United States and Canada was nearly all In Arizona, have been re--,
won at New York by George I. Hoss-fel- d ported by Secretary Payne to have
of Peterson, N. J., who typed ap- been classified during September ung
proximately 131 words a minute for der the law, which provides for
homesteads of 640 acres or
sixty consecutive minutes. The contest featured the opening of the seven- less. Relatively little of the land is
public land free from claims, Secreteenth national business show.
Many European children, born dur- tary Payne said. More than 2,000,000
ing the lean war years, will enjoy the acres, Including 1,702,000 acres in Aritaste of sweets next Christmas for the zona, were classified by the Interior
first time in their lives, as a result
of price declines in this country. Because of lower costs, the American relief administration announced it would
h
pounds of sugar
add two and
and one pound of cocoa to all packages bought with Hoover food drafts

..
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All Over

Nogales, Arizona.
Farrls Kelly, Phoenix, pleaded guilty
before a United States commissioner
at Phoenix to a charge of wearing the
uniform of the United States army
without authority to do so and without
being a member of the army. He was
held to answer to the United States
District Court and was committed to
the county jail on failure to furnish
bond of $250.
According to Enrique Alvarado, business man of Hermoslllo, Sonora, and
at ene time state treasurer of Sonora,
GENERAL
people of
Isaac E. Ferguson, Chicago lawyer, who Is In Blsbee, Arls., the

will improve.
Robert L. Fulton, father of the Irri
gatlon movement In Nevada, one of the
founders of the Reno Gasette, for
many years land agent of the Southern
Pacific Co., In Nevada and leader in
the Republican party In the state, Is
dead, at Oakland, Calif., aged 73. He
was a pioneer railroad telegrapher,
starting with the Erie road in the early
sixties and was with the Union Pacific
while It was being built across the schedule.
plains.

October 18th.

me
to try Doan's Kid
ney Pills as nothing else helped me.
I bought a box and they cured me."
Cat Doart at Any Store, 60s a Boa

'

The bull fighters throughout Spain
are considering concerted action wit
the object of obtaining higher pay.
They also desire new rules regarding
the manner in which bulls am admit
ted to the ring.
An Increase of $1.16 a day. in the
wages of Alberta coal miners, granted
by operators in conference with repre
sentatives of the United Mine Workers
of America, has been announced in
Calgary, Alberta.
Fifteen thousand Russian Bolshevist soldiers have been taken prison
ers, and many cannon and large quan
tities of wsr material have been captured In raids carried out by General
Baron Wrangel's forces recently.
Forty-tw- o
horses belonging to the
Royal Canadian mounted police were
killed in a fire which destroyed the old
winter fair buildings at Brandon, Man.,
with a loss of $200,000. Efforts of fire
fighters are being directed toward
ssvlng the new fair buildings and
nearby residences.
Sylvia Pankhurst, who was arrested
on Oct. 19, charged with attempting
to cause sedition In the navy by editing and publishing an Issue of the
newspaper, The Workers' Dreadnaught
Oct 16, was sentenced to six months'
Imprisonment on conviction for the of-

fense In London.
children.
The municipal employment bureau
Denial of reports circulated in the
United States that Candió Aguilar, announces that 733,000 men and womof the late President Car en In Germany are unemployed. Of
ranza, has entered Mexico to organize these, 150,000 are In Berlin. The labor
a revolution was made by Minister of ministry estimates that soon 8,000,000
will be unemployed or on short time.
War Calles at Mexico City.
Disclosure that Mrs. Richard Peete, Women constitute approximately
of those Idle.
Indicted In Los Angeles for the murder of Joseph Denton, was exonerated
Fourteen Japanese soldiers were
after a grand jury investigation at killed and nine were wounded In a reDallas, Tex., Into the death of a Dallas cent fight with bandits at Cheln-Tahotel clerk In 1913, was made by the Manchuria, in which the outlaws were
police of Dallas.
The
routed, say dispatches received.
Frank P. Mason of Tulsa, Okla., bandits lost sixteen killed and the todied at a local hospital after living ex- tal casualties inflicted upon them are
actly six months with two inches of said to be heavy.
his spine missing. He was caught be
Canadian highways aggregate 35,000
neath a still which collapsed April 20 miles, according to figures presented
and so Injured that he lost a section by a government report, and the land
of his spine. He was totally para appropriated for their construction and
lyzed.
Improvement is valued at $750,000,000.
The Court of Criminal Appeals at For every mile the publlc travels on
Austin, Texas, affirmed the death railways. It is estimated, it travels two
penalty against Jose Perea of El Paso miles on highways. Canada has exfor the murder of Maria Kumbach. pended $20,000,000 on highways In the
The statement of facts set out that last five years.
Perea killed the woman and Emanuel
Canada's trade with the United
Sanchez while on a hunting trip and
appropriated their property when he States continues to develop on both
sides of the account September figreturned to El Paso.
ures, Issued showed exports to the
Nineteen cases of Canadian whisky, United States amounted to $49,948,000,
valued at $250 a case, was seized by a as against $48,457,000 in the same
federal officer in a carload of furnl month last year, an Increase of 15 peí
ture being shipped from Canada to
cent Imports from the United States
Sweet Springs, Texas. T. Graham, to totaled $81,183,000, against $05,917,000
whom the car was consigned and who
an Increase of 28 per cent

"Spare" in Readiness.
little girl was on a ferryboat with
her mother. Evidently being the first
time she was on a boat, she looked
.round and took everything in. Her
mother questioned her as to how she
liked the boat, upon which she re- -. accompanied the car In transit, was ar
ídied : "I think It very nice, and I am rested and charged with Illegal trans
tad they carry a 'spare,'" pointing to portation and possession.
life buoy.
Louis P. Swift, packer of Chicago,
in a statement published declared that
!
A Lady of Distinction
live stock market conditions will lm
Is recognized by the delicste fascinat prove now that the United States goving Influence of the perfume she u
ernment has sold all of Its cold stor
A bath vtth Cutlcura Soap and hot age meat supply. This supply, said
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores, Mr. Swift, has been a bear factor. Mr.
followed by a dusting with Cutlcura Swift also advised Texas stockmen
Talcum powder usually means a clear, against liquidating, stating with the
sweet, healthy skin. Adv.
recovery of the market their own lot

'
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clothed, to St. Joseph, Mo

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Department during September under
laws providing for entry on
lands in areas of 320 acres or
less for dry farming purposes. More
than 6,000 acres in Wyoming were
placed during the month within oil and
gas areas under the oil and mineral
land leasing law.
Plans are now being completed for
the big Santa Fé safety first rally,
which will be held In Las Vegas, N.
Méx., November 15. The speakers at
the meeting will be of national prominence and the dance at the close of
the gathering will be one of the gayest
events of the season.
Belief that "stabilized constitutional
government" has been established in
Mexico was expressed by Governor
Thomas E. Campbell of Arizona In his
message to President Wilson, urging
recognition of the Mexican government
by the United States.
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ALL THE TIME

HE

WANTED

Excellent Reason Why Traveler. Need
Not Worry Over Possibility of
Missing His Train.

FLEA

EMBALMED

1

IN

HONEY"

Little Insect Pest Found Which Met
Its Fat in Egypt Many Thousands of Years Ago.

It Is believed that the earliest food
store laid aside for his wants by man,
and which Is still In existence, Is a Jar
of honey found in an Egyptian tomb,
and probably placed there for the sustenance of the dead during the Journey across the Stygian river, says the
When
American Forestry Magazine.
found, the honey had changed Into a
very dry candy and it bad lost Its
sweetness, though It could still be
Identified as hooey.
Iq the bottom of the Jar, well covered with honey, was a dead flea of
precisely the same sort as those which
plague Egypt to this day. Apparently,
the Insect had hopped Into the Jar
while the last rites over the dead were
being observed, and when the jar was
corked, the little fellow was shot up
within, and, like the true patriot, he
probably would have declared that
room."
death was sweet Anyway, he sank
to the bottom while the honey waf
An Alibi. '.
still soft, and there the archeologista
o
said
glad,"
Bill
kind
"I'm
the found him after a good many thouBurg, "that I never learned to read
sands of years.
and write."

A Cleveland man with business interests In Illinois tells of an Incident
at a railway junction In that state. He
was hungry and It was only two minutes before the departure of his train.
He rushed up to the counterman and
exclaimed: "Give me a sandwich and
Haven't time
a cup of coffee, quick
for anything else."
"My friend," said the man behind
the counter, "take all the time you
want. Just cast your eye over tb:s
menu and Pll telephone the superintendent to hold the train a while."
"Do yon mean to say that he will
actually hold the train while I eat?"
"Sure, friend. This is a branch
road, and there's no other train coming or going over It this morning. The
superintendent will want you to have
a good meal he owns this lunch1

"Why?"
"When it comes to a showdown in
The wag of a yellow dog's tall 11
this investigation, nobody can accuse better than the shake of a falsi
me of being a master mind."
,
friend's hand.

Children Should
Not Have Coffee
but they enjoy a cheering
hot drink at mealtime just
like the. older folks.

Instant

Postum

is the ideal table drink for

children as well as grownups. Its rich, coffeelike fla
vor pleases, but it contains
none of coffee's harmful c!
ments. It costs less, too I
Made by
Postum Cereal Co,Inc,

Battla Creek, Mich.
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QUSIUESS SI10VS
Another Royal Suggestion

PIES and PASTRIES
From the New Royal Cook Book

' AVAR RECOVERY
CONDITIONS

STABILIZING.

ASSURANCE

WITH

OF FUTURE

ACTIVITIES.

it no further
THERE for
worrying
about table variety. The
New Royal Cook Book
gives new suggestions
for every meal every
day. The book is so full
of surprises there should
never be another dull
meal in the home.

PRICE

REVISIONS

STILL GOING

ON IN NEARLY ALL LINES

OF IU8INE8S.

Costard Pie

.

SLOW

READJUSTMENT

pastry flour
H teaspoon Royal Baking
Powder
J4 Uaapoon salt
H cup shortening
cold water
Sift flour, baking powder
and aalt; add
shortening and rub In
lightly with fingers; add
water ilowljr until of right
consistency to roll out.
Roll out very thin; put
on in amall pleoea remaining shortening; (old
upper and lower edge In
to center; fold aldea In to
center; fold aldea In to
center again; roll out thin
and put on pie plate.
1 cup

Wester

BAKHÑG

one-ha- lf

I eggs

FOWBEEI

Newspaper Unios News Servio.

Nov. 1. Recovery from
war and postwar conditions Is "proceeding apace In the United States"
and the "natural forces In evidence
which make for stabilization carry
assurances for the future," the federal reserve board declared In Its
monthly review of
Although the readjustment process
has been marked by uncertainty and
some suspension of activity, the board
described the economic and business
situation as a whole as one showing
"much Inherent strength and an ability to attain a position of relative stability through an orderly transition."
It argued that the necessary changes
in the direction of normal conditions
would be accomplished without great
disturbance unless unforeseen factors
entered the process.
"Price revisions in textile Unes and
in other branches of wearing apparel,
as well as In numerous staple commodities," said the board, "have been
the outstanding elements in the situation just as during the preceding
Washington,

business-conditions-

Absolutely Puro
Mad from Cream of Tartar,
derivad from grapas.

Custard

H cup sugar
hi teaspoon salt
I cups scalded milk

1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Beat eggs, add sugar, salt,
flavoring and milk very
slowly.
Line pie plate
with paste made as above,
and bake In very hot oven
about 10 minutes. Pour
custard into the baked
crust and bake In moderate oven about 2S minutes. The pie Is done
when a knife put In center of custard comes out
dry.
Cocoanut Pie Is made the
same wsy, adding 1 cup
of shredded cocoanut, and
using only t eggs.

FREE
By all means get the new
Royal Cook Book Just
out. Contains these and
400 other delightful
recipes. Free for the asking.
to
Writ TODAY
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
US Faltos Street, Km York Oity

.

month.

"Caution In buying, due to a belief
that price readjustment Is not yet
over, has been a noteworthy factor
Exemplary Service.
and In some quarters has tended to
Poser for Mother.
rhoner "Hello, Central I Get ma slow down the activity of retail trade,
The subject of the Sunday school
lesson was the golden rule, so during Blank 5407 and, say, get It quick, like although more apparent in the wholethe next week when little Anna was they do In the movies." Boston Trans sale trade. Crop yields have, on the
had to use cript.
whole justified the expectation exEaughty and her motherput
her In a
real hard and
pressed at the opening of the month.
The One Absorbing Topic.
Banking reserves have held their own
chair to reflect, she asked Anna what
The reason some people don't talk during the month and there has been
she .thought about it Anna replied:
'"Mother, do unto others as you want more than they do is that they can't a steady Improvement In the liquidity
them to do unto you. Toil don't want think of anything to say about them- of paper.
selves. Boston Transcript
be to whip you, do you?"
"Labor Is, less fully employed. Notwithstanding some sporadic cuts in
,
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Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you art
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
21 years, and proved safe by millions. Say "Bayer"!

Accept only an "unbroken packafe" of
genuine "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago, and pain generally. Strictly American!
SAFETY FIRST I

Heady tin boxee of It tablets cea btrt a few canta Larger packages,
till la Is Ue trade stark of Save Maafaere t Meaoaaetlsaeldester ef SallsyUaaesS

wages here and there, the general
position Is about as good as lt has
been so far as actual payments or
rates of wages are concerned."
While the retail trade reported a
"moderate increase" in net sales as
compared with last fall, the usual fall
activity and buying was said to be not
in evidence.

The manufacturer has felt the withholding of orders by the retailers and,
according to reports, has not been
able to operate on foil time in many
lines of trade because of a lack of
orders. Cotton mills were mentioned
specifically as having been hard hit
by the slackening of retail orders,
while new business in the iron and
teel Industry has actually decreased.
"In the shoe and leather Industry
the board found conditions similar to
these in the cotton trade and other
textiles. The leather interests are
facing Imminent shutdown in many
places because of the heavy decline in
buying. The reports showed the conditions in western reserve districts as
summarized by the reserve agents as
follows :
"Chicago said the business situation
la still confused by counter currents
of opinion with buying somewhat re-

stricted and price readjustment prere senting some problems.
philosopher.
marked the ready-mad- e
"St. Louis finds fundamental condi"Don't say that" protested the ten tions satisfactory, but In all lines there
ant. "The landlord Is liable to think la hesitancy in purchasing goods for
It over and make extra charges for a future requirements. Uncertainty as
castle."
to future prices is the chief obstacle
In the way of recovery.
It Is always better to shake hands
Reports from almost all sections inIt pays to be good; If yon get Into
dicated that the retailer had deterthe penitentiary It shortens your term. than to shake friends.
mined to await further developments
before renewing his stocks heavily.
The outstanding orders were reported
to be small and the general purchasing actllvty of the retail ' merchant
was described as "very conservative."
"Minneapolis
reports crops large,
with grain moving steadily to market
and railroad efficiency Improved. However, there have been declines In copper and Iron products, in building permits and in lumber output
"Kansas City reports that price reA
cession and readjustments have been
Cotia. Ce.fks
Lt
Steady but without serious dearrange-mentwhile retail trade and consumpNeglected Colii are Dangerous
tion are proceeding quietly and labor
outlook is favorable."
Takachasee. Keep Ú standard remedy handy for Iks ftrat eosee.
a aol4 ta 14 home. Relieves
Break
Three Shet In Riot
Grips tal days taceltoat lacHexUaha
WilHamaton,
W. Va. Travis Horton
Quinine la this form does not (Act (be head Caraca is keel Teas
f Thacker was Instantly killed. Matt
Laxativa Me Opart In KWk
Lester of Mate wan was probably fatally injured and Doug Mounts and James
Overstreet of Matewan were seriously
butt in three shooting affrays in Mingo county. Mounts and Overstreet are
under indictment and awaiting trial
on charges growing out of recent fatal rioting at Matewan.

How Do You Know?
Tes, Herman, It Is a true saying
that If yon pat the two men In the
same bed, one with the toothache and
the other In love, the man with the
toothache will go to sleep first. Hamilton Herald.

Avoiding Magnificence.
"A man's house Is bis castle,"

Kill That Cold. With
QUININE

CASCARA

f

Grip.

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL

IT

I Pure, Rich Blood Will Keep
I Your Body Vigorous and Healthy!

4

When impurities creep into your
blood the first symptoms are usu
ally a loss of appetite, followed by
a gradual lessening of energy, the
system becomes weaker day by
day, until you feel yourself on the
Tern of a breakdown.
Nearly everybody needs a few
bottles of S. S. S., the great vegetable blood remedy, to cleanse out
all impurities about twice a year.
It is an excellent idea to take this

precaution to keep the system in
vigorous condition so as to mora
easily resist disease to which every
one is subject. S. S. S. is without
an equal a a general tonic and ays
tem builder. It improves the appetite and gives new strength and vi
tality to both old and young.
Full information and valuable nt.
erature ean be had by writing to
Swift Specific Co, 153 Swift Mb
oratory, Atlanta, Ga.

Deck Strike Settled.
Vera Crus. Provisional settlement
of the strike of stevedores and dock
workers at this port was announced
after a conference between representatives of the strikers and employers at
Mexico City at which Provisional President de la Huerta was present The
Ven, who left the docks Oct 22, have
agreed to return to work immediately
at the old wages pending agreement
on a new wage scale. All the strikes
called in sympathy at other ports have
been called oft
j

BOLD

THIEVES IN "MESPOT"

USE "DIAMOND DYES"

Householder of Basra Relates ExperU
enoe Which He Declares la by No
Means Uncommon.

, Dye
right I Don't risk
your material in a poor dye.
Each package of ."Diamond
Dyes" contains directions
The securing of public safety Is only
"3
so simple that any woman
one of many Improvements the Britcan diamond-dy- e
a new,
ish have made in Mesopotamia but it
rich, fadeless color into eld
seems to be the one that has chiefly
garments, draperies, coverImpressed the public mind. The first
ings, everything, whether
person who spoke to me of It was an
wool, silk, linen, cotton or
Oriental a teacher of Arabic, Maude
mixed goods.
The Uvea of moct women art t
Radford Warren writes in the SaturBuy "Diamond Dyes"
full
of worry. Men s trouoies sr
day Evening Post We sat In a bouse
no other kind then perfect bad enongh, but women's ra
in Basra on a cloudy evening, looking
re salts are guaranteed. worse. Worry makes women sic.
out of the window, watching the shadDruggist has "Diamond
It pulla them down, and to their
owy forms of passersby.
Dyes Color Card" 16 rich colora Adv.
weakened condition they are sub"Ton will notice that the Arab
ject to pains, ache, weakness, backbouses have blank walls facing the
When Friendship Ceased.
ache, headaches and dizzy spells.
One day I was walking with a restreet," he told me.
Most women neglect their health,
"If the walls are broken by windows cent acquaintance of mine. In fact, and for this they pay the penalty.
these are barred. If there are doors our acquaintance was so recent that I Any woman will find that neglect
these are small or else secured. Do did not even know my new acquaintamo moro uu- - j
does not pay.
not think this Is done for the sake of ance's parents by sight. As we were
tlon to health would brighten tip.
keeping the women aheltered or the walking along I noticed a man across her life. If ahe asks her neighbors
sun off. It Is to keep thieves out.
the street who I thought looked funny, she finds that Dr. Pierce's Favorite!
"One night I was sitting in this and, I drew my acquaintance's at- Prescription benefit a woman'
house with my friends when a knock tention to him by saying: "Look at whole system.
It not only actaf
came at the door. First I looked out that foolish looking man across the upon the trouble and weaknesses
of the window. I saw 'a number of street" My acquaintance said: "That
peculiar to women, but ta an all- -,
people on two sides of the bouse. I Is my father." Chicago Tribune.
round tonic that brace the entire,'
went to the door and I said : 'Who Is
body, overcoming nervousness,
sleeplessness, headaches, dizziness! (
there T The answer was: 'I am, a
Important to Mothers
n
condition.
Examine carefully every bottle of and a
thief.'
j
"I suppose In America if anyone was CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
.
taken-Drhave
St. Louis, Mo. "I
so lunatic as to say that you would for Infants and children, and see that it
Prescription!'
Favorite
Pierce's
Bears the
telephone for the police. But here unfor general weakness and when run-- ',
der the Turks It was wise to let the Signature
down and suffering with nervousthieves In. Why not? There were too In Use for Over SO Years.
ness, and can truthfully say it has
many of them, and they would have Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
done me more good than any medibeen angry and would have killed some
cine I have ever taken, and I find
of us in revenge some day. So we
Small Savings Important.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets very
let In the man who knocked, and some
Small savings are like stones in a
good to regulate the system. They
of his friends came with him.
bridge; they build a firm support to aid very much in keeping a person
"They did not make polite greet- carry one over the flood of an emerMrs.
in a good healthy Btate.
ings, but they took all the people into gency.
Amelia Thorn, 4204 John Avenue
separate rooms, the women In one, the
children in another, and the men In a
DISEASE AMONG HORSES
the answer is
third. This was because If they had
sebeen left together they might have
cretly encouraged one another not to
Wherever there Is contagious disease amone horses 8POHN'8
tell where money or Jewels were hidIs the solution of all
SPOHN'S Is Invaluable In all cases

a

run-dow-

Spohn's Distemper Compound
trouble.

den.
"All the people In the house were
very much afraid, and they told where
their hiding places were, but said
that they had been robbed only a few
weeks previous and they had nothing

PINK-EYOf DISTEMPER,
COUGHS awd
INFLUENZA,
COLDS.
A few drops a day will protect your horse exposed to

dlaeaae. Regular doaea three times a day will aot marveloualy
on your horse actually sick. 60 cents and 11.20 per bottle at
Bpohn Medical Co.. Goshen, Ind., V. S. A.
druf stores.

left

'The thieves were very angry. We
must have something,' they said. So
they sent for a cart, and they took
what furniture and bedding and cooking dishes they wanted, and then went
away.
They left us our Uves, and
that

was about all.
"You see how quiet these streets are
even now, about nine o'clock? That Is
not entirely because Arabs prefer to
go to bed early, though they do not
keep late hours. But they have the
old habit of not taking risks at night"
Odd Japanese Legends.
There are many delightful legends
about old statues of the gods In Japan.
In the Hase temple at Eamakura, high
on the crest of a hill overlooking the
bay. is a great glided kwannon of camimage of
phor wood an eleven-face- d
the Goddess of Mercy which for centuries has hearkened to the prayers
of the fishermen. A long time ago, in
the dim past when dragons were
abroad In the land and gods condescended to play with men, some fishermen saw a great light shining out at
sea. writes Elsie F. Well In Asia. They
sailed In their junk toward the light
and found the Image and ever since
have worshiped at her shrine.
At the same time a similar image of
Kwannon, also made of camphor wood,
floated in at Tamato and was placed
in the
a temple
that was the favorite resort of courtiers in the Nara period. It Is still today a popular temple for pilgrims,
who come in the spring, when the
cherries are In full blossom and all the
lanterns are lighted to transport themselves back to the days when the gods
were young.
n,

The Mango Industry.
The office of foreign seed and plant
introduction of the United States Department of Agriculture has assembled, through the work of Its explorers
and through exchange with the British
East Indian departments of agriculture, one of the largest collections of
selected mango varieties In the world.
There are now fruiting at the plant
Introduction field station, Miami, Fla,
about twenty varieties this year, and
these represent the selections from
more than seventy sorts of this great
fruit Some of these have scarcely
more fiber than a freestone peach and
can be cut open lengthwise and eaten
as easily with a spoon as a Rocky
Ford cantaloupe. They have an indescribably agreeable aroma reminiscent
of pineapples. The mango tree, when
It is in bearing, is a gorgeous sight, for
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Droriiaoisj as grain crowing, successes as wonaenui

a
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7 as those from Browing wheat, oats, barley, and flax have been made in
raising Hora a. Cattle, Sheep anal Hog. Bright, sunny climate, nutrnv
ious passes, good water, enormous fodder crops these spell success to the
farmer tad stock raiser. And remember, you can buy en eaay term

Farm Land at '15 to '30 An Aero
bushels

land equal to that which through many years has yielded from 10 to 4
Mfhaai tat that aarat
DTaztnff land convenient to food
V if.-- f
a grain farms at proportionately iow prices. These lands haveevery rural convenience; good schools, churches, ruada, telephones, etc dose to live towns and good markets.
f
If you want to get back to the farm, or to farm on eisrger
scale than is possible under your present conditions. Investi?

at

ill

gate whet Wester

Csnede ha to offer you.

Ver URMtratsl Htanture with mans and partknlan ncarohie ndoeet
railway ratas, kwanoa f laid,sM., spell te iMparunes at Imuiera- swo, uttawa.

W.

BENNETT, Room

Y- -

4, Bee Eulldini, CttASA,

KE3.

A'

Canadlaa Government Atsnt.
Wild Flower.

Remarkable

Hungary grows a wild flower which
is the exact floral image of a humming bird. The breast is green, the
throat yellow, the head and beak almost black.

Catarrh

Catarrh Is a loca! disease greatly Influconditions,
by
constitutional
enced
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la a
cleansing
By
Blood
Tonic and
Purifier.
the blood and building up the System,
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE restoree
normal conditions and allows Nature te
do its 'work.
All Druggists. Circulara free.
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
F. 3. Cbeney
An Electric Washer, Maybe.
a rule when your wife has something she wants to talk to you about
she wants to talk to you about something she doesn't have. Cincinnati

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-KJdaey-IIeart'ZJv-

oc

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking tha world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles- -

C0I$ MEDAL

Enquirer.

Izscrtsnt to ell Woaea
Readers of this Paper
Thousands upon thousands of women
save kidney or bladder trouble and never
inspect it.
Women's complaint often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs

3

c

As

The National Remedy of Holland loe

centarieeand endorsed by Qeon WUheW
mine. At all draggiata, three eUea. ,
IswfcfsrtaeeasaeCaU M4aJ s ve best

Acid

OSüno'i

for 10 Vecro
13" 1

DIFFEHITIT

ZZD

CamatUy Presses Lsisr.:

"IJy wife was a great sufferer front
Ton may suffer pain in the back, headadd stomach for 10 years," writes 1L ..
ache and loss of ambition.
D. Crippen, "but is a different woman,
d
tree and the
it is a large
Poor health makes you nervous, irritataking jsetonie."
golden-yellofruits as they hang In ble and may be despondent; it makes any since
OlVMsnvsi
ICS
V'al
DUUCIUO 11VUI
green
great clusters from the dark
one so.
Eatonic help you also. It quickly takes '
But hundreds of won 11 claim that Dr. up and carries out the excess acidity
foliage make one of the great tropical
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by restoring and gases and makes the stomach cool Y'
plant sights of the
health to the kidneys, proved to be Just and comfortable.
Ton digest easily,
News.
the remedy needed to overeóme such get the full strength from your footle-fe- el
jonditions.
well and strong, free from bkratJ
Wanted Further Information.
lieny send for a sample bottle to see lng, belching, food repeating, etc. Dla
The suddenness with which the hat Swamp-Roo- t,
the great kidney,
costs costs only a trifle with yones
greet war broke out and the confusion liver and bladder medicine, will do for box
guarantee,
druggist's
enclosing
ten cents to Dr.
of mind that overtook persons who them. By
yon
4 Co., Bingbamton, N. Y.,
were not In a position to follow closely Kilmer
may receive sample size bottle by Parcel
the course of events day by day, U Poet. Yon can purchase medium and
amusingly shown by this story told in large sice bottles-a-t
all 'drug stores. Adv.
Everybody's Magazine.
A British administrative official, staGloom Explained.
tioned in a village in the interior of
"Mr.' Glummins seems to be particuAfrica, just after the outbreak of war larly gloomy," said Miss Cayenne. "He
received the following telegram from seems to have something on bis mind."
See
, Oisteesi 2$ aaJ We, Talca 25c.
bis bureau chief: "War declared. Ardon't blame him tot being
rest all enemy aliens at once."
gloomy."
Two days later the bureau chief
following
reply:
was handed the
Han's devotion to woman frequently reo. Mrs trsatisat wttk a lmtv that
ae eoiatae. Haa'a Is Baud bat ehe.
"Have arrested two Frenchmen, a arouses her feelings of the tired kind.
ttoet alsssmn to take. Ask yew cbutss tor
Dutchman, three Germans, two Ameri"
cans, a Polander, three Russians and
nse some men have for
all
the
About
an Italian. Please tell ma whom we tha golden rule is to measure the ccn-sn-ct
to become

diseased.

v

long-live-

t,

Let Ciitícma Bs

Yct

Beady Dcckr

1

Baby Coughs

torn-aaa-as

rs fl

are at war withr

of others.
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the party who
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took a suit and

All have smiles on their faces. a pair of pants from my
busi.
Just to think there will be a decent
place once again to hold school, Sun- ness estadlishment kindly return
same at once and I will say nothday school and church.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
"
Frank L. Schultz Editor. '
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor.
Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
:

Tell Bradley and Al. Cloud lift
Tuesday for Colorado where they will
secure a job and stay for the winter.
KKQISTtKlU AOCOSTtT, 1911
We are sorry to lose them but they
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the poatoflice in Roy, New Mexico,
are too ambitious to sit around on
the farm all winter and not work, so
GOOD ROADS A LIVE ISSUE
we glory in their spunk but we hope
.
to see them on their farms in the
Bruce Carlyle, of Chattanooga, discussing in Washington the spring.
c

ing about it if not I will havé to
take the proper action.
Dock McCargo Roy N.M.

Eor Sale-- or trade for cattle 12
25 Avery tractor, 6 disc Sanders
plow and 40 disc tandem all in
good condition. Want bigger
I
'very popular good roads movement, said:
outfit and threshing rig next
"Good roads are going to be an important political issue in A very large' crowd attended the season. Monte YVoodard, 9
miles
every campaign for the next quarter of a century. The great in diinca Friday and some, very funny
and 4 North of Roy, N. M"
East
automobiles,
of
use
pleasure
business,
the
both
in
and
person
masqued
.crease
for
were there, but as
:and the increasing use of the motor truck as an auxiliary to the everyone did not know it was to be a
railroads have placed the question of roads squarely to the fore masque dance they did not come preA FINE RAIN
ifront, and the people. The South has been forced to take a leading pared, but had a good time anyway.
Roy and vicinity, and in fact
;part in the campaign for good roads. , The winter tourist business
We were glad to see Al. Driskil and the whole Mesa, was visited with
has led many localities to improve their roads for the purpose of family (our old neighbors) out to the a fine rain last Friday night and
attracting the automobile tourist. Virginia has awakened with a dance Friday.
m lact, it rained
daturciay.
.rush, and is to vote in the November elections on the question of
nearly continually from Friday
Mark Woods took his boy to the morning until Sunday morning,
giving thi general assembly of the State power to issue bonds to
'pull Virginia out of the mud.'
doctor á few days ago. He reports ana aitnougn tne rain was slow
J
"There are different types of
roads that have him better by now.
and steady, yet the railroad
proved satisfactory. For instance, Florida has found a brick road
guage showed that 2 4 inches
Peter Hall is now settled on his fell during the 48 hours. The
laid on a properly constructed concrete foundation, intensely practical. Over in the Carolinas and in Tennessee a concrete founda- old farm once again. He and his fam rain was much needed, as the
tion surfaced with asphalt or with asphalt concrete 'has given good ily seem to like their old farm as well winter wheat had begun to sufas ever. He has a dozen hogs or more fer for moisture.
service."
Practically
he has just bought to keep himself the whole
rain went into the
'
busy this winter.ground. Very little was carried
LESSONS OF THE WAR SURVIVE
away and the ground is soaked
One of the most encouraging features of the post war work of
Mrs. Arthur Hazen was taken to
to a depth of nearly two feet.
industrial organizations, all of which
heartily in the Dr. Plumlee's hospital Sunday.
With this great amount of moisfurtherance of the war program, is that having to do with their
ture at this time, the Mesa is
constructive efforts along Americanization lines. The time, monThe rain we have had for two days
ey and attention, which are being given by different ones of such is the best we bave had for some practically assured of another
organizations to departments set aside exclusively for the educa time. The wheat was dry and need big wheat crop and with the
great amount of acreage planted
tion of foreign born employes as to just how the government of the ing- - moisture.
this fall we can see no reason
United States is organized, what its departments are, the pnvi
why the Mesa will not produce
leges and the value of citizenship, represent large sums and much
FOR SALE
twice as much wheat in 1921 as
effort.
Employes are encouraged to arrange for the education of 160 acres, 4 miles N. and 8 E, any previous year. Anyway, the
their children and, as a necessary part of the programs adopted, of Roy. 140 acres in cultivation; rain was worth hundreds of
sanitation is taught, hygiene is given attention and thrift encour one of the best farms on the thousands of dollars to the farmaged. While there are many such departments over the country Mesa; $3500 fakes it now; tormt ers and they all look happier
than at any time for the past
those established by the big rubber companies of Akron, Ohio, given. F.M.Woodard Route 1.
several months.
Goodyear, Goodrich and Firestone, stand out as striking examples,
and are well worth studying.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Fortunately, members of the two houses of Congress are This is to certify that I have been The Clayton News got a real estate
d and a Ratsnap ad mixed up last
awake to the need for encouragement of such efforts as are being given the power of attorney to
iveek and it read "For Sale, 320 acres
put forth by industrial organizations, community organizations, after the affairs of W. W. Day look
for
commercial clubs, individuals, etc., and during the coming Con- the present and anyone having claims of rats". However, we knew that
Inion County has, or did have, many
gress measures looking to governmental furtherance of American- against him please let me know
at
ization will beintroduced and vigorously pushed. Business and once and those who owe him, please 320 arres of prairie dogs, but we did
the government got the habit of working together during the make arrangements for immediate lot know she had 320 acres of rats.
Well, Brother Smith, the treats are
war, and the. performances of both, as suggested above, since the settlement.
on you, or the rats, which T
will not be wanting in the
armistice, indicate that
R. c. grunig:
':

'

-

j

'

hard-surfac-

Many teachers of. the county will
undoubtedly be interested in the announcement just sent out by the
State Normal that lit "Service Bureau" is again in full running order
for the new school year. The Bureau
was established a year ago to aid
teachers who are at work in the solv
ing of the knotty problems that arise
in every teachers' career problems
of discipline, relations with parents,
metbodá of presentation of new sub
ject: matter, and even such lesser
things as subjects for debates, orations, etc. The State Normal invites
any teacher to send a brief statement
of her problem, accompanied by a
and stamped envelope,
and the Service Bureau will give her
the Assistance of the best brains of
For Salo 640 acres of good, tillits faculty in solving the problem. No
able land, 200 acres in wheat, 80
charges. Address, "Service Bureau,
acres broken for spring crop, good
New Mexico State Normal School, Sil
improvements and plenty of water.
ver City, New Mexico."
Will sell for $30.00 per acre and give
terms. If you are on the market for
Alvin Wilson of Mosquero was in n good piece of land, this is the place..
Roy on business the first of the week.
Inquire at the
S-- A

Spanish-America-

ed

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEE

..J.JlsmMñ

Experienced
I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desir'
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c a take
acknowledgements on sale paper.
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplie

Farm Sales a specialty,

.

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
n
office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

We have addpd to our mechanics an

Expert Electrician
Autos and Electric Light plants
Who is prepared to do all kinds of Electrical work, both on

If it is to be done in the Electrical line, we can do it.
We also do all kinds of

Auto and Tractor,
repair work.

future.
Business is no longer suspicious of the government, nor is the Rev. Messer, presiding elder
FOR SALE
the
government suspicious of business. Such a situation spells mutual M. E. church South. Drearhed of
nr. thp ÍlOcows and 7 calves will taka
beenfit for the public as a whole.
Christian church Sunday night to a $500.00 for all cash see W.C.'
A FINE SCHOOL

HOUSE
MASONIC

house is now
completed, ready for school and social affairs. It is one of the neatest
and best built school houses on the
Mesa. We must give Oscar Aspgren
the credit, which is an honor for him,
as he did excellent work and finished
it up so nicely that we know we could
not have ever found another carpenter who could have completed his
work in such excellent condition all
through as he has. The community
(owes to Mr. Aspgren many thanks
and
for the
of the building which he was not supposed to do, but just took his own
time and finished it up in a tasty
manner, which pleases U3 all. The
young folk3 also wish to express their
thanks to him for the gratis he showed toward them by giving them two
dances which proved so successful and
which one and all enjoyed. The money made at these dances will go for
school purposes as that is why Mr.
Aspgren gave these dances. He knew
the young folks would enjoy them as
well as the old and that they would
all be ready to help raise the money
yet needed to complete the school
house.
Sufficient funds were raised
for the school purposes Mr. Aspgren
The Bradley school

nice audience. Rev. Messer is a forceful speaker and his sermon was well
received by his hearers. Rev. Terrell,
AND EASTERN
STAR MEMORIAL the regular! preacher, will preach

WHEREAS: It has pleased the
Great Architect of the Universe to
call from labor to rest our dearly beloved brother, Edwin Fitzgerald Ivey,
who died on the 31st day of October,
1920, Therefore Be It
RESOLVED: That, in the death of
Brother Ivey, h3 family has lost a
devoted father and brother, our lodges a faithful and useful Mason and
the community an upright and honored citizen
RESOLVED: That we will ever
bear in grateful remembrance his
zeal, his fidelity as a Mason and Eastern Star, as a Christian gentleman
and as a Man amongst men
RESOLVED: That we tender our
heartfelt sympathy to his bereaved
family, reminding them of the great
privilege they have enjoyed in their
association with this truly great man,
whose honor was irreproachable and
whose every day life was all kindliness and we commend them, to a sim-- ,
ilar faith in the God whom he served
and in whom he trusted with supreme
confidence
RESOLVED : That a copy of these
resolutions be engrossed on the re
cords of this Lode as a memorial of
wished,
The Bradley peaple are to be con- him and that a copy be sent the begratulated on their new school facil- reaved family and a copy supplied the
ities and the, determined manner in local newspaper for publication
which they have worked for their new Signed :F. S. BROWN,
S.. E. PAXTON,
sdhool 'house.
IRVIN OGDEN, Committee,
Acacia Lodge.
Gilberts-villLeo Wagner writes from
MRS. F. S. BROWN,
Iowa, for the Spanish-AmericaMR. T. S. BROWN,
Leo. had been getting the paper a:
MRS. S. E. PAXTON,
Alva, Okla., but has now located at
Committee,
Order Eastern Star
the Iowa town. HÍ3 many friends
will be glad to learn that he is recovMiss Virginia C. De Baes,"tf Mon
ering 'nicely from his recent illness.
toya, was visiting dear friends or
friend in Roy Saturday and Sunday.
Rev. Ilearn of East Las Vegas was Mis3 DeBaca is a teacher in the Mon-tcy- a
the week. Eav.
in Roy the first-o- f
schools.
fleam is always a welcome visitor in
Roy and we hope that in the near
Everybody invited to attend the
ho can' see his way clear to reChristian Endeavor next Sunday eveturn to Roy as one of our residents.
ning at the Christian church. Mrs.
B. R. Reeder will be leader. The EnNOTICE
deavor starts promptly at 6.30. from
We will de c'osed all day on now on, o come out 'and., help
the
Thursday November 11th in
young' people with their Christian
work.
ReveTend Dawn Will preach
of our soldier biys. t
This is "Armistice Day" and at the Baptist 'church 'in 'the' morning
lete all observe this great day. and in the evening immediately after
the Endeavor meeting. Everyone is
Floersheim Mercantile Co.
invited to these sermons.
Roy Trading Co.
..."
R.P.Shaya Co. .' :
Tom' McGrath, of Mills, was. lookS.E,Paxton Gro. Co.
ing after his political interests in Roy
i Roy Trust and Savings Bank.
Monday.
We understand that Mr.
Bank of Roy.
V '
McGrath will move to Eoy within a
..
H)')irl3 and Olver Lumber Co. few weeks.
,
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n
is in receipt
The
of a letter from bester t lint, formerly 'of this place but now of Orange
Center, Korida, in which he enclosed
$2.00 for another year s subscription
to the best paper printed. Lester is
well pleased with bis Florida home
but still has that hankering for New
Mexico that gets into one's blood
when he arrives here and - never
leaves. We would like to have published the letter in full, but space this
week' forbids. However we will say
that Mr. Flint's friends will not need
to be surprised to see him land in Roy
most any day after spring arrives. Mr.
and
Flint 13 well pleased with the
makes same very flattering remarks
about it, Thanks, Mr. Flint.
Spanisn-Amerlca-

.

morning and evening at the Christian
church on the third Sunday.

J. W. Beck wa3 a business visitor in
Mills Monday.

WE CAN FIX IT
All work guaranteed is our motto.

Boulware.

The Auto Electric Shop

FOR SALE
I have 40 bushels of home grown
potatoes for sale at
per lb. at
my ranch 18 miles north of Roy. W.

V. V. Caris,

3c

1X232322222232221

We can't make all the Bread so
wemake only the Best Bread
there is in town.

,

BREAD, PIES, CAKES,

1

Pedigree furnished. Call at my
place 9
FOR SALE
miles N. and 4. of
Á piano, practically new, in ex
Roy and 8 E. and one half south
cellent condition. Inquire of Mrs.
of Mills.
'
Peter Gibson, Roy, New Mexico!
E. S. Cameron
Wanted A piano, either to rent
or will buy if reasonable. Write or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
see Miss Willie Hall at M. N. Baker
Drpartmrnt of the Interior
L. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
'
ranch.
:

PASTRIES

2

Tnñf 'Lfwvo,- W.
'rr.b7-

The Best there Is.

Oct. 25, 1920.

hat Hilario

new mex co, who
FOR BALE
Application;
e
BARGAÍN...5G0 acres 5 mi.N.
MMeridian, ha" fli:
pl if 6( i . hhNr
í inal and 2 E. of Roy; good well 22 ft.
" maneclaim
to
TIV Y,eaK Proof' t0 establish
VV.
Derore
"vti.uecriDea,
Willcox. U. S. Commissioner, at his H. deep. Priced to sell; only $20.00
W Mexico, on Dec. 14,
per acre. One half cash; balance
Claimant names as witnesBea:
easy terms. K.T. McGlomm-r- y
on
:
.
...
.
xr
Frank TriHMlrt '
.cmiart, union
County, New JV.
Méx.; Ignacio Jimlnez,
Long Beach, California.
of
ñ..
ti'iv""," ouniy, Mew Méx.;
...un..,,
jiueyeros,
union
County, New Méx.; Juan Madril, of
v,wun vuuiuy, new MOTCICO.
FOR SALE: 430 acre farm
PAZ VALVERDR
--

V,

-

'"uu

i

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
Foster Blk
knSS3SSSZ3 ESSE yc7?,

Register. 190 acres in cultivation, have well, good house, all fenced, good
XOTICP, FOR PUBLICATION
improvements all around. Will
I)rprtmmt of thp Interior
U S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex, sell for $ 20,00 per acre, one-haNOTICE is hereby given "that Minor cash, terms on balance, write
y' Jioy, new Mexico, who, on
cu. is. mo, mnue Homestead Kntry
G. R. Randle
K'A ;SW4. NWÍ4 SEVl. W
Cpd
Mosquero, N. M.

ROY-

7Hn

V7 gJ x'1'-

"

iwexasmJBK.'iniieB'i'sim!

-

lf

'""fj.

NI'.",, .Section
Township 19 NÍ,
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above
before U. S. Commissioner, at Koy, New Mexico, on the
vi ii uay in ueeemoer,
192U.
Claimant names as witnesses: .
.TflmPtt H KgnflhllPV Inhn J ....
ahi, Horry Redd,
Sandebury, all of
dem-tibe-

V. 1

1

PAZ VALVERDE,
i

"

Kegister

- SNAP
R AT
'
KÍLLÍ5 KATS
'
'

AIko

.

Kitchell Bloc

Proprietor

Pate.

y

FOR SALE
Hog3 of all descriptions and sizes.
The bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. Sows with pigs and without pigs.
Stults, accompanied by their broth- See A. G. Hazen, Mosquero, N. M.
er, Alvin Wilson, and sister, Mrs.
Pd4
Castle, visited friends in Roy Mon
day and Tuesday.
They were the
FINE RANCH FOR SALE
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William G.
CoO ucres of cfackerjack farming
Johnson.
and, all connected, 2 sets of im
provements; all fenced, 3 good wells
For sale Big bone ' Folandl with windmills. Practically every
China pigs 8 weeks old: they foot can be plowed. Will sell at a
bargain. Write or see Frank Seidel,
are sure beauties. Price $15.00
Roy, New Mexico. .
1--

When in trouble call on us

mire.' Abáolntelj, prevente

odor from carca. One package
provea this. HAT-SN- A
I' corar la
. cakea
no mixing- - vrlth other food.

Iaarantee4.
SSe nlir (1 cake) enough for Pan
try. Kitchen or Cellar.
Se alie 2 cake) for Chlrkea
Monae. Coop, or amall bulldlnc.
' ' $1.24 Ue (S cake) enough
for all
.farm and
tora;e
bulldlnic, or factory bn lid Inga.
Sold and Guaranteed by Hot Trad- Ina; Co. and fr alrvleir 1'namiao.

:

,

.Grocry Go;

Thomas A. Whelan

Eugene Palmer

nwaWW

Whelan & Palmer,

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in Stale and
eral Courts and
U.S. Land Office

Fed--

Piano At A Sacrifice

,

For immédiate disposal will make
large discount in price. This is a
high grade pian now stored near
Roy.' Terms arranged,. Write at one 3
if interested to The Denver Music
Company, Denver, Colorado.

WILL BUY YOUR
CREAM andPAY
YOU THE HIGHEST MARKET
PRICED'
"A Square Deal Every Day"

-

stays., a i

THE
'U.MOSQUISO KSNTIXAS u "
Rájn, plenty of it, long, slowi
rain tbatisoaked. into the ground
and greatly benefitted the wheat crop
if ell Saturday.
É,ríz-aili-

The election has; come ani gone.
candidates, are jubilant,
'Others somewhat sad and all about
equally divided a3 to their pinions of
the' great 'American voting' public,
one-haf them believing that it
showed great judgment in the selecting of officers and the other half
firmly (convinced that exceptionally
poor judgment was displayed.
:Some of Ü

lf

Rev. Fr. de Kcuwer, Tesidcnt pas-

tor of the Catholic church, came in
from Eueyeros through tho rain and
mud Saturday and held mas3 at the
local church Sunday and Monday
morning. A large crowd was Out, notwithstanding the exceedingly bad
roads. Rev. McMillen, at the local
Methodist church, also preached to a
good crowd Sunday morning.
Hon. T. E. Mitchell, prominent
ranchman and politician from Albert,
has purchased from Mr. Alfred Kress
the Green building fronting on the
y
and is repairing
railroj.d
and remodeling the, same and will convert it into a large warehouse for the
storage of supplies that he will have
shipped in here this winter for his
valley ranch.
right-of-wa-

rq(,youR,HEN??

Do.ypy.

'' Recently we have heard numerous
complaint front farmers and farmers'
wives that' he hens are on a strike
and just boarding, "i Have you ever
realized tWt you. have a comeback on
thl hen that is .grafting her board
from, your granary? Why not cull
hens out of your
the
flock and feed your grain to the hen
fo retarfl f5tS3
that
'It is easy to tell the
With a little
from the
instruction and a little practice every
poultry raiser can soon learn to cull
his own flock. ,
One of. the most conciso and com
plete bulletins ever written has just
bara published by "Our Agricultural
College" at Las Crúce's. It tells you
exactly how to cull a' flock. There
are nine points to look for and this
bulletin illustrates each point. The
bulletin only contains three pages, so
you can see that it is full of worth
while matter.
Drop a postcard to me at Wagon
Mound and I will send you a copy by
return mail FREE.
LOUIS H.TCRONIG, JR.
County Agent,
s

r

CELLS HAKE

well-drillin-

.'

.1

rain-cloud-

much-neede-

.

Hit Own Tr:.p.
The magazine writer who propounded a series of questions headed "What
do you know?" answered one of them
by aylng that "She Stoops to Conquer" was written by Sheridan. What
do yon knowabout that? Boston

Transcript

In

In Storm.

It Is a well recognized fact that the
finish on the hood dulls before that of
the: rest of the .car, duo mainly to the
extremes of temperature which the
hood has to undergo. It Is a very good
plan to wipe off the hood when you,
get back Into the garage after a run
In the rain, because the water dries
on the hood metal very rapidly, due
to the warmth, and the drops are almost sure to spot, la time graduAPx,
dulling the finish.
x,

i.

J

.:

E. R. Etolberg of 2545 Winona
Street, Chicago, 111., is a new reader
of the
this week. Mr. Stolberj
has an excellent position at the big
City on the Lake and asks to be remembered to his many friends in and
near Eoy.

'

S-- A

Following is the rsult of the BetBaby Contest held in Eoy under
the auspices of ths Wheat Belt Fair
association.
Three babies scoring highest In
the entire contest: Lloyd James
Christman, Helen Marie Howell,
Marie Mitchell.
First and second blue ribbon win-heby divisions:
'
First pivision : Lloyd James Christ-mateat 99.5 per cent; Helen Marie
Howell, test 97.5 per cent.
Second
division: Sovola Marie
Mitchell, 97 per cer,t; Genevieve
Gunn, 95.5 per cent.
Third Division Normal Lou Christ-ma95 per cent; Mark Sylvester
Colemnn, 91 per cent.
Fourth Division: Irene Brashear3,
95 per cent; Vernetia Grunig, 94 per

U

ter

"

So-vo- la

MORA

rs

Jeanette

Abstracts of all lands in Mora
County

Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Kscords

Milfe & Johnson

i'hilip Sanchez, Secretary

El Dorado Hotel

GOsLrap, 90.5

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooma
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block, from the
IDepot in the;
Main Business District

5 Cents and a post card

-

Their efforts were appreciated and
many mothers have expressed their
desire for another test next year.
With tw months time to prepare,!
appointments could be made by
and no mothers be made
wait, or be turned away: on account
ef the rush. 'With two or three outside physicians the testing could
d
in methodical manner even
though .our home physicians were called out. It may'cost a little more,
but our babies are worth it.
Dr. C. E. Waller,,. State Health
commissioner,' expressed surprise at
the progressiveness of the people of
this Mesa, in attempting a movement
of th'is kind' and was pleased, at the
interest and understanding shown by
ths mofhen. Dr. Waller closed the
contest by a helpful talk on the health
of mother, child and community and
an urgent appeal for mora
of birth registration.
The greatest good accomplished hy
this contest has not been in the placing of the blue ribbons but in the
awakened interest in modern methods
of bahy welfare. A' great deal of
literature was distributed! and more
eaa be obtained from .the physicians
of this place or by applying to the U.
S. Government, Children's, Bureau,
Washington, D. C ; The Better Babies
Bureau, Crowell Pub. Co., New York
City; or the Health Department of
!.
our own state.' ', "
These and many other Baby Departments will furnish lists of tried
and tested foods for babies. The day
is past for threshing all kinds of indigestible foods through the baby's
delicate system. Wé are not only to
think of the baby's present state of
'
health ' (nature stands abuse for a
long time), but áhould build for future strength and powers of resistance. " It is Well known that a great
many' of the ills of mature life were
'started in infáney arid infant mor
tality'has ever "been too great. '
Great good is being accomplished
in this and other countries. Much is
yet to he done. Many of the good
babies of this year will be the Better
Babies next year., We have set on
hands to the'ltask, k-- t us' not turn
back.
'
Winners in local Baby Contest for
babies under six monttis are as fol"...
lows:
First prize, boy: Jamea .Clinton
Born, second prize, Robert M. Strong.
First prize, girl: Audrey Geneive
Meffort; .second prize, Laucile Mitch-

"Will mail

i

your watch to me, and you can

Tourists and

send your instructions on card, it will be

Will find

c per your instructions.

,
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I.C.DODDS

I GUARANTEE SATISFACTION
C E. HOBSON The Jewlcr.

Undertaker
and
Embálmer
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in Foster Block

ueneral blacksmith
and
Machine Work,
'

THE UNIVERS AL CAR
,

Model
bronze

.....ThfiF-or-

AT THE OLD STAND,
!' WITH THE

LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,

T One Ton Truck with its

Í3 really a
worm-drimanganese
necessity for the farmer because it solves his
problera'-oecdnomic transportation from the
farm to "the city. And in farm work alone, it
will be found a great money saver as well as a
big labor .saver. - Has all the merits of the Ford
car multiplied by greater capacity with greater
strength. No extra cost in operation. We'd
like to talk it over with every farmer. Bring
your Foid car toius for necessary repairs and
thus get'ihe genuine Ford parts and reliable

1

ve

.

Prop

r

FOR SALE 840 acres farm nine
miles northeast of Roy, nino miles
southeast of Mills. Well improved,
oiS of the wheat farms on the Mesa.

?3S per acre, one half cash,
balares term to suit purchaser at 6
per cent. There aró 230 acres sowed to wheat, one half rent of this
cocs with place. S. F. Davis, Route 1,
Roy, N. M.
8tpd.
Pric(S

Ford workmanship.

BECK MOTOR CO.

'
FOR SALE
An Eagle Cook Stove in A-- l con
dition, same as new.
Cost S50.00.
will take $30.00. ' See it at the Span- -

office.
,.T,

J

APPLES, APPLES,
My Winter apples

dy for picking,

i,

i

Insure your Calves against
black leg, by using "PURITY
GERM FREE VACCINE",,
20 cents perdose
Mickey Floersheim Agent.
.

.Nevertheless ,It Is a Restfrroir of Titanic Destructive Powers.

v' tj

t

A fV"
v if

s.' ,lJ vr,r
t'i

i

t;
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APPLES,

are now rea

2
cents per pound tor wind falls and 4
cents per pound for hand ticked. An.
pies now ready for market t the old
Krieberf farm east of town. Write
U.lS. Shirley, Springer; Tí. M,',' ' ,?

'"'" The World's Most Beautiful Volcano!

'''

Land-Seeker-

this the right place.

repaired pnomptly and returned as

1

'''--

.

COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

.OAN

Fifth Division: Dorothy Anderson,
92.5 per cent;

ABSTRACT

$100,000.00

n,

odds.

RESILIENT

Caught

:V

THE BETTER BABY CONTEST

per cent.
There were a number of very good
tests falling jnst'below second in their
respective divisions.
,
Several tied for second place, which,'
necessitated a comparative test be-- ;
i Guy Wade, who has been very sick
with rheumatism "the. past several fore placing bluo ribbons.
The doctors, nurses and various,
days, is reported improving slowly.
committees worked faithfully to make
this first Better Babies contest a sue-- !
cess, though working against many
JOB

Stinebaugh Brothers have a well in
which they secured an abundance of
TIRE
water at a depth .of. something over a
.hundred feet on the west lots in the
Brown Addition and; have moved their
g
machine, to the Mesa ho- .Its Outward Appéarance Is Ex.will drill a well for
they
tel, where
actly Uike That of Regular
Mr. E. L. Fuller. One of the great
Pneumatic Product.
advantages of the town is the ability
to secure water in great abundance at
a comparatively shallow depth.
DIFFERENT
INSIDE TOTALLY
That it pays to advertise in the
Spanish-America- n
is fully- evidenced
Up of Oblong Calls With Rounby the fact that in. last weeks' issue Made
Corners and In Each Cell It Cone
we mentioned in the "Mentiras" that ded
'
of Rounded' Rubber Proof
unless a rain arrived soon the wheat
Against Punctures.
complete
Satloss.
be
croo would
a
.
1.
i
.i i
i.i morning, icrigni
xne
ana eariy,
Iiraay
,'A ribber tire for automobiles that
tveather man looked over his copy of
Is tubelcss and punctHreless, yet resilJhe 'paper, saw where he had been ient, has been patented by Thomas C.
e. ?.gent, and immediately marshallAVatklns of Ingram, Ta.
over the Mesa and
ed his
The outward appearance of the tire
poured dewn a copious supply of Is identical with (Eiat of the regular
d
rain.'
pneumatic product. For a given .car
It has the si, me diameter and may he
Mr. Walter Hill received a" tele- molded with any trend. The Inside
gram from his old home in Texas Sun- Is, however,., totally different. It is
day stating that his brother's wife made up of oblong colls with rounded
was very low, and late the same af corner. : In each of these, ,cell Is...a
ternoon a second telegram; stating eone of solid live rtllilter, with' its base
that she had died. Mr. Hill wa3 away
at the time after a load of apples and
failed to receive the telegrams until
the next day and was consequently
unablejo attend the funeral.
;
Among the many improvements in
.Mosquero expected m the near future
is a new passenger and freight depot to be built by the E. P. & S. W.
"Ry. to take the jplace.of the old depot
which is now too smáll to accommodate the present demands of the town
and community. We are informed
that work will commence on the new
depot just as soon as the workmen Tire, its right half opened, showing the
can reach this task 'in its turn. This
system of alp cells and conet that
'
c,iake It puncture-proof- ,
yet resilient.
'will be a great help to four little town
;and an improvement that is greatly
wheel
of
the
and its
toward the center
needed.
rrranded point toward the outer cirWhen (he weight at a
cumference.
Messrs. Brown and Kress, who are given point exceeds that which the
the jowner3 of considerable acreage thick walls will carry the point of the
- In a new oil field in the State of Utah
cone comes Into play. A the pressure
received a telegram last Saturday IncneoHes a greater area of the cone
stating that an important ileal was on comes 'into play. .
Rigidity Sustained.
and for them to come at nce as im" dumber of
portar! developments were expected ' Eaih of the célls-Mh- e
in the near future. They .decided that which depends upon the Circumference
Is wirted by two small heles." Tf the
as they wore not interested in disposing cof their holdings yet .and were Mow on the tire Is suddeo, as would
road rut or
quite busy with affairs here at home, be the case If It ran Into a
stone, the átr. comes into play
they wúld bé unable to make the trip hlt'ia Tlie
nlso.
holes are of a lae to permit
and wired accordingly. Messrs. Brown the air to escape slowly, thut sustainand Kress are the owners of about ing rltfMtfy at the time when ;lt Is
f iva thousand acres of leases 5n the needed. As the compressed section reheart of the structure and expect to gains. Its . Bormal . shape . fresh lr Is
niake'a 511ing if it proves as valuable drawn In, and thus the tire Is ventilated and cooled In warmest weather.
as expected.
Of Great Advantage.
" '
section
'
One
of the tire might be
'
...
iHe Passed."1
"At one of oil r examinations,"' aya damaged without throwing the remaina member of the faculty of a west- der out of commission. This would he
ern university; "n nervous Vtttcnt bad a great advantage In military vehicles,
tire apparatus, funeral cars. Mr. Wat-klii- s
been Instructed to write out example
evolved his Idea more 'than two,
potential
subjunctive,
Indicative,
of the
years ago. Since that time he has
and exclamatory ,.mo(ls.'
'I am endeav- been at work with mechanical
resulted as follows:
familiar with rubber manuoring to pass an Knjrliah exnminailon.
If I answer 20 questions, I shall past. facture perfecting the design of the
oells that the proper strength and
If I answer 12, I may pass. God help
'
thickness of the wall might be; accucae I " Harper's Magazine, i j
rately figured out. He has now completed' the molds that are necessary
A- Peculiar Wedding Ceremony.
''
making the tire.'
for
One of the most curious wedding
ceremonies In the world Is that In
vogue among a certain race of dwarfs PRESERVING FINISH OF HOOD
Inhabiting the Annman Islands. The
two parties climb two flexible trees Particularly Important That Bonnet Be
Wiped Dry After Being Out
growing near each other,1 which añ
old man then makes bend toward each
t
other. When (he head nf tlx
touches that of (he girl, tlic.v tur u
' I ..
.
ly married.'

Í

ÍRICAN.

SPANISH-A-

-- Ov

ell.

Next ytar these babies will be applicants t the Belter Babies Contest.
'

i

Ahead of Engagements.
Mary, who Is tl'.e buhy sister of
girls In col'tege. looks forward with
delight tn thilr weekend visits home
and (levoies tw'iself
iiirel.v to them
at such rime. Recently, her sister
noticed that as Mary knelt to
her
little prayer slw hnrrll throng.') It,
flien began nsnin and so on until she
had repeated It almost hreathjensly
four tlnies. Finally, she arose and
exclaimed: "Now. I am prayed up'.for
four ulglits finr) wp can visit."

,

i

.
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FORSALE: 80 acres of deed- ed New Mexico land, one and
three fourths miles north of Sol- ano. vnie ivjrs. f ranit: llv tmei
erick t: Set. Angelo, Texas. p4

!

,

'

-

,

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
A 191? Saxon Automol,;!. r irl
... ornn.t
wuimiijf conuiwon.
sen starter, new
battery and ready to go. Will take
part in trade.- Call at
n
':
office.
ill"
i" rii:

a--

Spanish-America-

..

l

l

i

case Tractor and d sc
A iü-1plow for sale. Terms. Selling because too small 'for my usé! want a
larger outfit. R. W. Boulware, Route
8.

4--

'

:

'

Man's First and Last Things.
One of the first things a child wants
to do Is to get Its bends on a lead
pencil and make some zigzag marks
oil u sheet of paper, which it lispingly
tells lis happy mother Is a letter to
daddy. About tlrt last tiling an old
man íbíolís of lining Is to get an old
stump of a lend pencil and tremblingly malte aoies for his lawyer. Indicating to whom be wants in will his property.
Unwelcome

Immigrant.

The boll weevil Is something this
country has acquired from Mexico.
It crossed the Uio Grande river In
1892.Since then it has been traveling from 40 to 160 mUes each year,
and now covers the greater part of
the cotton states, ...

""

i.

".

:......'

FOR SALE
In-.f
i..
. .wvan
uiwuciv...
uuu uuvcb, a iine o o, ere i arm
in ttowara uounty, Arkansas. 12 'mi.
derlar--tfrom railroad town," 14 miles from
Mount Mayon, In the province of Albay, Philippine Islands,
be one of the most beautiful volcanoes in the world.; No matter
school, ehurch and store, with good
which side the móüñtnln Is viewed, the cone; Is almost perfectly sytnmetri":
orchard. About 40 aerea nndfvr nil.
The setting of the. volcano has much to do with Us exquisite beá'jty, n , tivation. A fine little home for some-- ,
'
rises to a height óf ?,ÍM3 feet from an almost level plain. The' peak is vlsi.
one. Will want to reserve one half
for more than 60 miles, Its regular, bare slopes near the top giving
'
of the 'oil richts.' howevpr
reflections from the Illumination of the sun, while at Its base Is oiié i t"'
Also
Jiave for sale ói terms to suit
most productive and picturesque landscapes to be seen anywhere lo I. .:
purchaser, three teams of. mares.
world. A magnificent road, 120 miles In length, circles the mountain at I
Write or call and see meat my offxa
base, passing through the most varying scenery. Mayon has a history as
in Mosquero, N. M.
Dtty volcano. It has destroyed whole towns. The- - most destructive er- -,
BENJ. F. BROWN.
wfti in lai, wnen j,aw persons were suiea. it last came to lfe u
fXtof nv of lava JMo the sea at a distance of miles from tb

r

Mayon Volcano, now quiet, but which In the rtc ,nt past has taken
' :
lives and destroyed much property. The PhHipF ino lelanris are ene cf x'
most Interesting lands in the world for the Ancrlsin tourist to visit.
I
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tWt taNInÁtaB1tmJta,
In some manner the
Kay Busey returned from Sedán
rot the liberty íteas
Wednesday where he was ealleb strung, put last week until we
a few days ago' on account of were unable to locate them till
the illness of 'his father J.E. the piper came from the press.
Busey. ; He reports his . father
improving very slowly.
Mrs.Mickey Floersheim who
been visiting relatives in
has
The Anderson Machine Works
the past few weeks res
Denver
are covering their shop with a
Saturday and yoa
home
turned
coapfcmeta), which adds much
Mickey
is all smiles
can
bet
the appearance of tho buildagain.
ing.
ZZ3
Lbeo-typeni-

YGÜRCRÓP
MONEY

,

,

ROMAIC

',

Your crop money is all you
have to show.for. a long season
of work and worry, sacrifice and
risk in producing a crop. It deserves to be handled so as to do
you the most good.
When you deposit your crop
money in our bank you can 'rest
easy in the knowledge that it is
absolutely safe.
Bring your crop checks in and
we will cash them or credit them
to your account as you wish:

-

ft

.

i

Jj

Work Hard and Avoid Werry.
Is not work that kills men; It Is
worry. Work Is healthful; you can
hardly put toiore on a man thnn he
Worry Is rust upon the
enn bear.
blade. It Is not the revolution that
destroys the machinery, but the frit- -

It

C

In household moving and
baggage work

wnunnmmmm mum mimurmrmin

I

to...

ROMANCE

WE WILL HANDLE YOUR FREIGHT FOR YOU

SERVICE

Doris Keane's

Fairview Pharmacy

THE CITY DRAY
Seidel

Roy Theatre

Hot Drinks in Season, Cameras and Photo Supplies , and a large
Stock of such Sundries as are usually kept in

Iseman Prop's.

.

Phone

12-- 3

BUILDING MATERIAL

ARMISTICE DAY I

&

HARDWARE and COAL

Mosquero, New Mexico

and Saturday night Nov. 13th,

First Class Drug Store.

&

Springer Lumber o.

Thursday night Nov, 11th,

Patent and Proprietory Medicenes

.

"Is our motto"

Greatest Picture will positively be
shown at the

In new Quarters in the Foster block

SPECIALIZE

WE

y- .-

DORIS KEA1ME

Toilet Articles, Fancy Stationery, Ice Cream and Soda Water

Batter Than No Bath.
Bnthlng in the snow Is a common
custom In Russia.

Let us do your work
I

The Roy Drag Store

Dontfailto attend' to the
E. and J. C. Hoitsclaw
Sale Wednesday Nov. 10th
G.

Save Time Save Worry
wjrra

Piire Drugsand Chemicals

1

-

tiOH.

Wí2lVUTX.

THE ROY TRUST
& SAVINGS BANK

-

i,

'

an

Prices 25 arid 50 cents

I

Established 1908

7

BANC

For Sale
1000 BUSHEL APPLES

Thursday night after the show

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor

BEST FALL AND WINTER VARIETIES
Sound Apples $ 1.00 Per Box, on Trees, $ 1.25 Picked

EVERYBODY WELCOME

at

Miami Orchards

CITY MEAT MARKET

Snd

Will Y

65c Oa

Rat-Sna-

to Where There's

p

Sara $1007

Dealers in all kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats

a Baby oa Farm Kacp

Rat-Sna-

Rats are on most farms. 0r.ee they
One 65c pkg. can kill SO rats. The
git insjda, the house toek out Rats
average rat wilt rob yo of $10
kill infants biting them is not
year in feed, chicks and property
Nursing bottles attract rats.
RAT-SNA-P
Is deadly to
and
P
rats. Cremates after killing. Leavee Break a cake of
ROY no smell. Comes in cakes. Rate will! throw it around. It will surely nd
pass up meat, grain, cheese to. f east! you 'of rats and raice. Three sizes,
.Three sisea, 85, 6Se, 35cr 66c, $1.25. Sold and guaranon
guaranteed by Fair teed by Roy Trading Co. and Fair-vieSold
and
$1.25.
Pharmacy.
..
riew Pbarmaey and Roy Trading Co.

We solicit a portion of your patronage

RAT-SNA-

FOSTER BLOCK

RAT-SNA-

10 Miles West

of Springer.

p.

For further particulars,

Write or Phone

H

Sa

McEndarf cr

Miami, New Mexico.

P.

w

-

We are prepared to meet your requirements in any building
line, Frame, Brick, Adobe or Concrete. Our only reccommenda

tions is our satisfied customers.

1

100$Q0.Q0

Ray B. Carr, Roy, N. M.
Phone

DON'T GROW OLD
LADIES should know about COVELLA the National T Home
Remedy for ailments peculiar to women. , Floersheim Merc. Co.
Roy, N. M. Distributers. Send for Literature.
C0TELLA LABORAT0RÍ ES, 6200 Eastoi, Blk 8.

28-- 8

SEE

St

Louis, Mo

Schultz ant Johnson
" The G.E. and J.C. Hoitsclaw
sale bill appears in this weeks
read

naDcr and you should

it

carefully as they are offering
some dandy stuff.
;

.

Emv en

Gaaae.
The followlDg composition

n gMpt
aa written, according t Capjwtr'i
weekly, by a schoolboy Jo 8t Lodlai
"Geese Is a heavy-se- t
birr! with a Iftad
on one side ond a tall on the other.
His feet Is set so far buck on his rtin
nine gear that they Dearly miss his
body. Some geese Is ganders and has
cnrl In Ms toll. Ganders don't "lay
or set .They Just eat, loaf and go
swimming.
If J hnd to be a geese, I
would rather lie a gander. Geee do
not give milk, but give eggs, biit for
me, give me lllterty or give me dnath."

R ATS

D I E

Oliver, Emerson,

Sanders tractor
plows, tandom disc harrows, Fair

thj

,
cat
mm
Aid Ik.r
kla4. Dont . take Inn
aw ward tor It
urn ta mmi
awwaa-aof wnt

rim

M'í"

ataea.

tor Pas.

Se

alac (S caltca) far Chlckeaj
nvwMt, uoopa, ar amail nlldtain.
SIJO aiae (S aakea) rmomgm for aQ

Fyr steady reliable farm power,
use ike

atara

t vr Hcurf nmiiaraira.
Said aad Oaaraataed
mr Aar Tra4.
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FORD TRUCK OWNERS
Buy Goodrich Silvertown
Cord tires for your truck,
We have them.
LIBERTY GARAGE

"

Let us demonstrate the
neatest small car on the
Mesa the 1920 Maxwell
FISK & GOODYEAR
TIRES
. FREE BATTERY
SERVICE
.

FORD

Parts

Pioneer Garage
Mosquero, N. M.

Bmlt in

three

sizes-pri-

ced

moderately.

Russel Company
'

ROY

banlMorse,'Z4ype,Engines, Deep Well
Pumps; Self Oiling Windmills; Well
Casing; Winona Farm Wagons, Beds:
Cream Cans, Iowa Cream Separators;
Galvinized Boiler Tubs and Pails; We
can save you money on Auto and tractor Oils
.

TIN SHOP!
Baum Bro's Roy, N.M

THt

tfAM(H-AMK1teÁ-

Stocky Sara, "Rat Cost 11
for Plumbing Bills."
"We couldn't tell what
clofc-iiiup oar toilet and drains. Wa had
The following is a list of let
Rene F, Troy a prominent )ou
tera remaining in the Roy Post ng ranchman about 30 years of to tecr np floor, pipea, etc., found a
nest in basemeat They had
Offica for more than 14 days age, living about 20 miles n.e. of rat's
choked the pipes with refuse. Tha
prior to Nov. 1st, 1920.
Gladstone was shot ' and killed plumber's bill was $125.
P
last Friday afternoon by Claude cleaned the rodent out." Three sizes,
Anastacio Trujillo
Clark a neighbor. It is said the 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold and guaranteed
Junita Trujillo
two men had a dispute over the by Roy Trading Co. and Fairview
Niefacita Esquibel
Pharmacy.

MURDER

Advertised Letters

We have contracted
for the agency of the
'

!

-

COLUMBIA
" GRAFONOLA'S " and Records
and expect our shipment at once

We will keep our stock complete
at all times and would, appreciate your calling and hearing the music of the
choicest records made

grain raised upon and which was
being threshed from a piece of
land purchased by Clark. He was
M. Wilson
indebted it is claimed to Troy,
Geo. K. Tomblinpr
who wished to take some of the
Candelarde Romero
grain
in payment for the debt
Mrs. A. C. Gonzales
When Troy started to drive
Charlie Hodges
away from the threshing outfit
Albania Garcia
Clark fired four shots from a
Alderto Martinez
pistol
into his body it is alleged
A. J. Ortwine
with
the
result that he was inst
Ricardo Santistaven
antly
killed.
Clark immediately
Nicanor Valdonado
went
to
Dedman
and gave himsNatividad L, de Gallegos
to
elf
the
officers
and was brougMaggie Hancock
to Raton and placed in Jail.
ht
The above letters will remain
The whole affair is a very traadvertised for 14 days and then
gic one as the men had been exif uncalled for at the end of that
ceptionally good friends before
time same will be sent to the
and after Clark served in the
Division of Dead Letters, San
World war. Troy leaves a wife
Francisco, California.
and child. Clark also has a wife
Wm. G. Johnson P. M.
and child.
Alberta Banamo
C. H. Armor
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NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
L. B. Land Offioe at Cbavton w
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VALVERDE.
Register,

WOTICB' FOR PUBLICATION
.
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aDmrtaiMi
Land Offlca at Clayton, R Méx.,

february
"jiviicmon
-

"ow aieiico.

IB, 191,
wag.

md

WHO, on
Homeatead

626738

for
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u aeaa me unKTiown
Heirs of Samuel H. Wells,
deceased:
Tha llnknnnrn
Heirs of William Kronlg,
deceased;
The Unknown
Helr of Joseph B. W'at- roijs, aeceased; The Un- - )
known Heirs of W. R. )
Shoemaker, deceased; the )
Unknown Claimants of In- - )
terests in the Premises (be- - )
Ing real estate desvrlked )
in the complaint) adverse )
to Plaintiff, Defendants.
)
Notice.
Vou and each of you are hereby
notified that a suit has been commenced against you in the district
court of the County of Mora, New Mex.
Ico by the Board of Education of the
County of Mora; that the object of the
said action is to quiet the title in the
name of the said plaintiff to the following described tract and parcel of real estate together with tha Improvements
thereon, lying and being in the county
of Mora and State of New Mexico, a particular description of which is as follows:
"Starting from a given point in the
canter of a public road leading from
I.as Vegas to Fort Union which said
fifty-forods and five feet
Rolnt iseleven
West of a
and
point also in the center of said road,
and forty-fiv- e
feet West of the Southwest corner of
...
House built I. 1870 by wm. B. Tipton
and running a straight line West eleven and one-haSouth of thirty-fou- r
and one quarter rods to the Bank of the
Mora River, thenre in a straight line
North thirty-nin- e
and
West
up the said river for a distance of twenty-four
rods, thence In a straight line
p;ast eleven and
lf
North, for a
distance of forty-seve- n
rods ta the center of said Main road, and from thence,
South eleven and
East for
distance of twenty
rods to the
said starting point
that unless you enter or cause to bo entered your appearance in said suit
on or before the lith day of November,
A. D. 19Í0, decree PRO CONFESSO
therein will bo rendered against you.
ur

one-ha-
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Roy,
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'Chas. W.
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Ward.

FABIAN CHAVE55,
Clerk,

lia Vm, New Mexico,
Attorney for Plalnttft.
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P
ieTa Ba
Cat r
toare won' tench It. Oaaraate4.
aoe als (l eake) enoogh for Pan.
try, Kitchen as Cellar.
Se alaa
a eakca far Chicken
Honae, Ceapa, or small
tiding.
I .20 atae (5 eakaa) easaBh for all
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HAT-MA-

farm anal
atoras
hnlldlag, or factory bnlidlna.
8ol and Unnrnataam hy Boy Trn
lot; Co. aaa Falrrlew Pharmary.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

Department of th Interior
at Clayton, N.

U. 8. Land Office

M.,

Sept. 26, 1920.
NOTICE la herehv
thai t.r.t
Cordova, widow of Pallcrapl Cordova,
deceased, of Gallegos, New Mexico, who,
on May 10, 1916, made Homeatead Entry, No. 022713, for SU SW Sac. 12,
NW14 See. IS and Ntt NE
of Section
14, Township 17 N., Range 19 E. N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year Proof, tn
establish claim to the land above
before A. A. Wynne. U. 8. Commissioner, at his office In Mosquero, N.
M., on November 15, 1920.
claimant names as witnesses:
John A. Mcintosh of David. New VTt.
too: Juan M.
of Mnaouf ra N U
Jos I. Vigil, of Mosquero, N. M.; Zacar
ías voraova, ot aiosuuero, . At.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Vla-11- .

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
the Interior
at Clayton N. M.,
September 2, 1921.
NOTICS. la herebv rlvan that Marina
G. Romero, formerly Marina Gomales.
of Albert, New Mexico, who, on January
22, 1917, made Homestead Entry, No.
024265. for SWM NWM, NWÍ4 NE!,
NH NW4, Section-20- ,
Township 21 N.,
Rajiae 21 K.. N. M. P. Meridian, has fil.
ed notlo of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
above described bsfora W H. Will.
cox, U. 8. Commissioner, at Roy, New
Mexico, on November II, 1920.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Benito Arauello. Andres Ornelas. Joas
V. Martians. Alejandro Gonsales. all of
Roy, New Mexleo.
YtU, VAliYERDB,
'.
Register.

of
Ü. PennHsacnt
8. Land Office

the-lan-

Cordova, of Sablnoso, New Mexico.
who. on November 11, 19l. made
Homeatead- No.- 28275. for .N
SH,
WH NEH. Section 1,. Township 17 N.,
Range i5 E., N.
Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim ta th
land abov described, before Beglster NOTICE OF PF.NDKNCY OF ACTION
and Receiver of U. 3. Land Offiee, at STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
Clayton,, N. M., on the
day of
)ss.
December, 1920.
County of Mra
Claimant names as witnesses:
Conrt
the
Thereof,
District
la
Faarlh
Francisco Gsoulbel. of Slahlnna. M
,
JndMnl District
w., r.sieoan
or babinoso, n.
.
National lnsur- - )
M., Casimiro Andrada. of Roy, N. M., American
corpora- - )
Company,
ance
a
Martínez, or Trementina. 5J
rruoenciu
)
tion. Plaintiff,
M.
) No. 2745
vs.
PAZ VALVHRDE,
Ralph E. Kelley, Lillian F. )
Register.
Jveney, a minor, nettu )
Kelley-MorrlA, Waldo )
Morris, Mr, J. L. Kelley- - )
Kloffer and Frank Wabb,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
)
Trustee, Defendants.
Departaaeat of tke laterlor
The aibove named defendants. Roluh
V. 8. Land Offioe at Clayton N. M., E. Kelley Mrs. J. L. Kellav-Kloffand Frank Webb, Trustee, are hereby
NOTICF Is here'bv riven that .Voaenh notiriea mat tne anote entitled action
W. Wilson, of Batano, Mora County, haavbeen commonced by the above nam
New Mexico, who on August ilst, 1917 ed plaintiff against the above named
No, defendants,
Application,
inaae
the general objects of
Momesieaa
0258JÍ, for NEK, EH NWH and NH which nation are to recover from the
8E Section 19, Township IS N., Range defendant, Rett Kelley-Morrlperson27 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noally, and against the defendants. Ralph
tice of Intention tn mau-- fc'tnul Thru E. Kelley and Lillian F. Kelley, aa
Year Proof, ta establish claim to the heirs of James R. Kelley, but not otherlana above described, before F. H. Fos- wise the sum of One Thoasand and
ter, V. 8. Commissioner, at his office at
0
Dollars with interest thereon at
Roy. New Mexico, on November 15, 192. the rate of ten per centum from the
names as witnesses:
day
of December, 1918, and for in20th
John Beckman, Andres O. Truílllo, W. terest on the different Installments of
M A. Steinbauen.
all of Solano. N. M Interest from the date of maturity of
nd C. VV. B. Leatherman, of Hoy. N. M. the same at the rate of one per centum
PAZ VALVE RDE,
per month; for ten per centum of the
Register. amount of principal and Interest ac
crued as attorney's fees, and for costs,
and far a decree against the defend
ants, Ralph E. Kelley, Llllltm F. Kelley,
a. waiao Morris,
Keita tieiiiey-Morr- i,
KOTICB FOR PUBLICATION
Mrs. J. L. Kelley-Kloffand Frank
Uenartmeat of the Interior
deed
U. 8. Land offlco at Santa Fe, N. M. Webb, Trustee, foreclosing a trust
upon and
securing
Indebtedness
said
Oct. 11, 1920.
real
NOTICE is hereby given that Teodoro against the following described
situnte, lying ana oeing in
Suaso, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on iroperty,
County, New Mexico,
July 10, 1916, made Homestead Entry, rlor
The Northwest Quarter and the North
No. 02Ü08S, for the SV4 Section ?, Townof the Northeast Quarter of Secship 20 N., Range 24 E., N. M. P. Merid- Half Thirty
Three, and the North Half
ian, has filed notice of Intention to tion
of
Northwest Quarter of Section
the
tnuke three year proof, to establish
claim to tha land above described, be- Thirty Four. Township Nineteen, North,
Range Twenty Six, East of the New
fore W. H. Wlllcox, U. 8. Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, n Deo. 1, 1920. Mexico Principal Meridian.
And decreeing- tha aale of tha above
Claimant names as witnesses:
Encarnación Suaso, Jose La tsax Ro- described real property, the proceeds to
mero, Jesus Romero, Francisco Anaya, oa applied towards the payment or the
amount due plaintiff, and coats, and for
all of Roy, New Mexico.
decree forever Darrinjr and foreclos
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
K. Kelley.
Register. ing; the defendants. RalDh
LlUlnn F. Kelley, Retta Kelley-MorrlKeney-KloffA,
j.
Mrs.
Morris
waiao
NOTICB FOB PUBLICATION
snd Frank Webb. Trustee, and
Departmrat
the Interior
right.
each
of
and
from
them
of
all
U. 8. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.,
tine', interest, claim ana equity ot reOctober 1, 1920.
demption
to
tn
above
the
and
describe
NOTICE is hereby given that Dolores
property, or any part thereof.
Romero, of Roy, New Mexico, who, on real
And said defendants, Ralph E. Kelley,
July 1, 1916, made Additional Home- Mrs.
L. Kelley-KloffFrank
stead Entry, No; 023971, for E'A NEW, Webb. J. Trustee, and each ofand
them, are
EH SHA, Section 12, Township 1 n.. further nmtlfled that unless they enter
Range ti K., N. M. P. Meridian has filappearance herein on or before
ed notice ot intention to make Three their
Year Proof, to establish claim to tha the 22nd day of LVrenorer 1920, judgland above described, before" W. H. ment will be rendered galnst them by
Wllloox, U. 3. Commissioner, at Roy, default.
Tha,t the name' and postoffice address
New Mexico, on November 10. 1920.
of the plaintiff s attorney is W. K. Hol.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Snrlnger, New Mexico.
ly.
Pedro Montoya, Frank Romero, Hilmy hand and tha seat of
arlo Oome-i- , Antonio Torra, all of Roy, theWITNESS
said court at Mora. Mora County,
New Mexico;
New
MealoO,
this 8th day Of October,
FRANCISCO DEMUDO,
Register. 1929.
FABIAN CHAVE.,
(SBAL)
Clerk of Said Court
M.
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N. M
at Clayton, 11)90
Oot IS.
NOTICE la herehv viven that Manual
& Land Office
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It's .
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Who arirem Hnv

d'd on May
na iu mu
nis auiy corroborated applicationónice
to conteat and aa
u- -.
cure the cancellation nt
n""le March S,
?ií?u.D"ri5i,I04.zlí'
for Ett NTVtt. NEW swu Bwu
Naw. SB
Section 14, Township ÍS
nansa Si s., N. M. P. Meridian, and
as grounde for his contest he allege
that entryman. William M. CConner,
na wholly abandoned
Ma knm.nuJ
iirjr, aa ue oms not established his res- iu.ucb nor improved nts homestead entry in anv wit. and thi d.raoi
and has existed for jnore than six
months last past, and up to and including the present date hereof;- - and
that Said aibsenoa from tha
nn
due to the entryroan's employment in
:!: '"""ary or naval organizations of
cue u. o.. or naiionai Ullarrt nf anv
tat.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and vour aaM .ntn wm
be canceled without further right to
ru, cuuor oeiora mis oince or on
appeal, if you fall to file
In this office
within twenty days after the FOURTH
01
uDticauon
tnia notice, aa shown be.
ow. your answer, undnr oath, anfin.
My responding to these aillegatlons
of
cuuiem, logeiner wun aue proof that
you have aerved a copy of your answer
on me saia contestant either in trann
or bv
mall
You should state in your answer th
name of the post office to which, you
utmna luiun uoiicea to oe sent to you.

of the Methodist )

J'.plsoopai
Church,
The
Board of Home Missions of
the Methodlut Kplscopal
i.nurcn. Thomas narwood.
T. I IyeT, If Urinr, and if
desd the ünknewn Heirs
.wyer. neceasen:
v i.
WllJlam B. Tiuton If
and If dead, ,the UnIn,
known Heirs - of William
B. Tipton, deceased; W. A,
Tile, if living;, and If dead,
the Unknown Heirs of W,
A. Tile, deceased: Ranu
W. Gregg, if llvinir. and if
dead, the Unknown Heirs
of George W. Gregs--, deceased; M. May, if living,
and If dead, the Unknown
Heirs of M. May. deceased;
F. T. Ames, If living, and if
dead, the Unknown Holr.
ot K T. Ames, deceased; A.
T. Collier, if living, and if
dead, the Unknown Heirs
of A. T. Collier, deceased:
Bnoch Tipton, if living, and
if dead, the Unknown Heirs
Of Enoch TlDton. deneaaod:
T .C. Dent, If living, and if
dead, the Unknown Heirs
or T. U. Dent, deceased:
Kamupl H. Wells, if living,

'

lxl- -'

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Ü. S. Land Office
at Clayton. N. M.,
Sept. 25, 1920.
NOTICE Is hereby glvon that Hilarlo
Qomex, of Roy, Mora Co.. New Mexico,
who, on September 20, 1917. and additional, August 2J, 1920, made Homestead Entrys. Serial No. 025417 and
No. 026700, for
NEK.

..v-PV-

ANNOUNCEMENT
NOTICE
For ale or rent, 720 Acres
l'Aú Y A1.V hKlE,
rAi VALiVKKDB,
advantages
Date
publication,
Register.
Excellent
tear
of
Oot. 25, ltzo!
280 in cultivation: 200 acrer in
for
first
I will not allow any, one to
puoiiostlon, Oct. 29, 120
i'ate otof seoona nublication
Nov.
Iate
third
loss
wheat; will sell right if taken hunt or trespass on my place ning various branches of Music,
I NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
.
Kate of fourth publication, Nov. 13, 1920
ta tka
u
r..Hi
once;
The
of
at
County Board of Edu- - )
must leave account
know as the Lewis Ranch, unless
Particulars frota
catlon of tha rnnv ' f
my health; inquire at the (Span- you get permission from me to
Mora, Plaintiff.
Sisters of St Dominic
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
) No. 27S2.
ish American
Office.
do so,
ins Board of Trusteea of
Henry Garzina Box 206
Deoartnrat af the latería
Roy,
IKiuiAn
the La .Tunta
New Mexico

RAT-SNA-

HOTICB OF COKTEST
Interior
'""'
STATES LAND OFPinis
Clayton, New Mexico.
October 1J, mo.
w- v uonner
or TUcum
""-M . Cnntut..'
Cari. N.
You ara herhv nntm1 h.t n ....... m

11. 1929 !!
oKortknk
if

rj u.
9uPíytNw
í??lír '"'""'i'
iyu
ior vn
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RAT-SNA-

RAT-SWA- P,

n,

Mexico

"Theeo Rats Wouldn't Eat My Bast
Grain," says Fred Lamb.
"It's hard to keep rata out of a
feed store.. Tried for years. A neighboring store sold me some
It worked wonders. Gathered
up dead rats every morning. Bought
more
Haven't a rat now.
They wouldn't eat my best) grain
when I threw
P
around."
Three sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25.
Sold
and guaranteed by Fairview Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.
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Roy, New

ig

8E4
KE. SEU.lvS SBU
SWÍ4: SEÍ4 8EÍÍ, Sec. 15, Nft NW
and NW)4 NEÍ4 Section II, Township U'
N.. Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, haa
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before F. H.
U. 8. Commissioner, at his offlc
T S
Loat One red leather handbag on Foster,
at Roy, New Mexico, on Nor. 16, 1920.
the road between Clayton and Roy.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan de Jeaus Sandoval, Frusto Santhe M $10 reward to finder. Return to Span- - doval, Seferino Garcia, Casimiro Anrodent octroy,,. Coma. U
drada,
all ot Roy. New Mexico.
or A. H. Storr, Spear
Uta, with ether foo
PAZ VALVERDE,
hack U It falla.
man, lexas.
Register,

Section M. Vr
TownaMp 30 N.. R. 28
P. Meridian haaflled Lot
cV if
íi0n..t.0KI5af-fl,Thre Ye,r Proof,
x
,v.A i
v

Go.

ni

RAT-SNA-

nuvamunr in

Floersheim Merc.

$125

M.-P-
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PLTLIC SALE

13 YOUS FA1DXY, HISSED!

Declares Filipinos All
Want Independence

We presume there never was
a newspaper in-- any locality that
frave aÚ the Ipcal happeninzs. It
is often that me one comes or
g33 that the reporter does not
see. It happens that the family
is missed eeveral times. They
get the impression that the ediFormer Illinois Congressman, Back From PLflippfoe, tor does not care to mention
them. That is a mistake. In
Gires Interesting View on Island Affair. ,
most country towns the local
work is the hardest part connected with the newspaper. EditorBy FORMER CONGRESSMAN CLYDE H. TAVENNER.
ial matter is obtained hy study,
The JO'MWW prijtrtpeity to the fart that !o the by líi 'lvz newspapers and by
Irihablfants of the Jones law America gare the Filipinos using t: ::',sors. Personal and
are br word of bonor that as soon as a local happen'" rs can't be read
ii.;i;f;n
I.rartlr!ly unani- stable government could be establish- and clipped fix "other papers
mous in their (S- ed we would withdraw oír sovereignty not by a jugful!
It iakes physatire for Independ- from the Philippine Is'srcl.
well
ical
c:?rtion to
as
mental
as
It ml;!.t, at first tbonght, seem
ence.
hc;rc
print
pages
out
of
four
fret
n
Th If l tke strung that in their sincere
local r.e... every
'..J 'h
of all that we hare done
treigrt lmprii-Io-

'Waicb this space
i:

fo

Dry Goods

tppre-riaMo-

that

have
hroiight back with
me affr touring
the Manila iron
one tnd to th

.

Prices

in.
Clyde H. Tavenr.er.

aní

fííiifff,

1

af!r

me In
hnvlnc
of the people.
confab wlih all
I found, liowüver, that the viewpoint
In fli Phlllpplam and
of
Atii'irlcnn In (he l'nlte4 biat, on the
aubjuct of liid' pcii'lence, la not the
t

r1fi

Ami-rtt-u- u

lame.
The

Nextweek

"

'

-

-

nttltclo of the American
anil the ejeat mna of the

people of I he L'tilteti Hint en, la to con-$l- d
the I'hllltiplne quetlon from the
ltfiNelfln)i vlrwpolnl of what la bent
Ninety-fivfor the Filipino people
por cent of the oppoIlton to Independence eiruiriatef from American Invent or i In the Inland who are qnlte
fialurfllly more In I
led In the alze
bf their dlvldenda thna the freedom of
'
..
in allch pfoplo.
The ti ti fort n n ule feature of (he
that the opponvnta of Independence, In order to convince the people of the Vfihrt State that the
ahould ñot !m ráfiled their Independence,, llnd It ncceifHary to libel
art entire race. ,'To tiill á enltlve
l.'hrlatlun people that they hall not
hare their proinlaed independence
they are not fit for It will In
the end prove a mistaken policy. It
will only inuke tlxHr demand iof
,
the etronscr.
,
At the prone tit time, however, the
maNica of the Filipino people still
have absolute conHdence In the good
faith of America. Their loyalty and
(rntltude to Uncle Sam lian nut as
yet been Impaired by the misrepre-

t

e

We will save you money

.

Fill-pln- oi

R. P. SHAYA CO.

he-ca-

:

LUMBER PRICES
REDUCED

sentations of the retentlonlsts. Their
lenders are Intelligent enough to distinguish
between' those ' Americans
who oppose their asplrutlona to, Independence for purely Hellish reasons,
and the great mass of the American
peoplü whom, tliey know,, desire thla
goveminent to do y tíie ,Flllplaos

10 TO 40 PER CENT
'

Since the inarkct began to

down

pro

only that1 whlcli' Is 'Justa'nd

'in

wé nave'Btcadiiy lowered our prices until

;

':.,;,:, !;' !"it point. WE FOLLOW the 'MARKET,

,

,

,

y ...

,.

g() wju.n y0u

from us you pay

dW to the market

accor-- 7

valuoof the goods;'

'I

..

'

''l'

-'

--Roljerts &
.

..

ilgt,,,.
lntereng

Cod-fies-

Come jn and see us
''

It Is

to review the' development of the o resent frléhdly relallónslOp between, the.
Flllpln6"anil American peoples, s
'
Trevlous to 1118 the Philippine-America- n
relationship Is declared to
have been not of the best. But with
the pimwage In that year of the Jones
luw by practlcully both the Itepubllcaii
a ad peitiycriitlc uiembershlpstof
n belter feeling developed. This
"better feclliiij" Iih now grown luto
a very strong bond of aympntby and

Vé are now selling some item FORTY
PER CENT lower than when at the high-- ,

if

thlO connectliM),

i fleet

.

Ion.

The huppy a:tltude et tbe Filipino
people towere" America Is due not
y
to the fact that Americans
hiive shown the Filipinos how to make
heir country a better place to lire In ;
not principally te the fact we have
superintended tbe Implnntlttg (a the
Philippines of eoe f the fluent educational systems In the world; nor to
the building of high elms reads,
bridge and public works -- but Is due
prln-clpull-

''

Olren.,

I

',

tr

tl.:ro the Filipino people should place
rr.otit emphasis on the promise to grant
them their Independence. For it cannot be successfully denied that on the
whole the United States has treated
the Filipino people better than aoy
nation ever treated a dependent alien
people In all the days since the curtain
rose on the dawn of drlllzaUon. If
we do net spoil it. It la a record that
we can be proud of.
But It really Isn't se strange that
I he Filipino
should love us more for
our promise to give them sovereignty
over themselves than for ouf other
good works, for which, after all, outside of army and nary expenditures.
the Filipinos hare been taxed, and
properly so, for every cent of the cost
If we but reverso the situation, and
place ourselves In the shoes of the
Filipinos, which cannot be said to be
an, unfair wa of getting at the other
viewpoint, we snail see that
fellow
"
It Is not strange .justtfeMJTt
Suppose that Great Britain or any
ether power that you can tblnk of by re
ferring to your geography or history,
should tmpese Its sovereignty upon lis
ngnlnst our wMl and then give ua an
Infinitely better government than we
now enjoy? Could any such foreign

power ever succeed In convincing us
that It bad our welfare more at bcart
than we have ourselves.
Hut to return to my story, the Fill
pinos heartily thanked ua for the
Jones law, considering it a sort of a
covenant between the Filipino and
American peoples, and Immediately
applied themselves to tbe task of setting up tbe prescribed stable government. And tbey set It up. It Is In
the Philippines now, America's Own
representative In the Islands, 'the gov
ernor general, officially reports it Is
there, and recommends that since tbe
Filipinos have earnestly fulfilled their
pjrrt of tbe agreement,' America should
be, as prompt hi carrying out Its part
of the contract
So, thnt,' In a few words, It Is 'riot
tbe. Philippines- that mow" are On- - trial,
but the I' ulted States.
There U but one' answer. America
will carry out US agreement. And
since we art going to do It, we cannot
afford to qulhlne find split hairs and
hesitate until our tardiness robs us
of half the glory of our achievement.
us act with a promptness and willingness really worthy of America.
And when the people of tbe Unite,)
States bft up rue Philippine Uepublk
as the llrt Christian democracy ot
the Fur Mum, they wll be building a
monument to themselves
that will
stand throughout eternity. On that
day tbe beacon liht of hope, humanity
and Justice will Hash around the world.
8 ucli mi oHinpie by America will ac- compllnh mure for the weak an! struggling peoples of the earth than the
four year world war, with all Its cost
'
In life and treasure.
-

It

.

Sewing done by

offer at Public Sale
the John Schneider farrh two
miles north of Roy and 8 miles
south and 2 east of Mills, on
We will

on

Wednesday,
November
10th
1920, sale to begin at 10.30 a. m!

sharp, the following property:
One Oldsmobile
'
5- -cylinder, in good shape.
44 head of Cattle: 17 extra

No. 1 milk caws, all Holstein,
from 2 to 5 years old : 2 registered Holstein bulls, 2 and 3 years
eld; one registered Shorthorn
ball, 3 years old ; one registered
Shorthorn cow, 3 years old ; one
Hereford cow, 9 years old, fresh
;n January; 1 red cow, 7 years
old, fresh in January ; 1 red Durham cow, 5 years old, fresh in
Jan. ; 1 brindle cow, 6 years old,
r. il be fresh in Jan.; 1 red cow,
r th- - ize. Help 4 years old, fresh in Feb., all
v;u, ,r. i
your paper to get the local hap- good milkers; 4 red and roan
penings. Don't be afraid to tell yearling steers, 2 Shorthorn
the editor that you have friends -- fade heifers, 2 years old; 1
yearling heifer, and
visiting you. There are lots of
people
in your nine Holstein heifers, coming
interested
friends. You owe it as a duty to yearlings, also a Holstein steer.
them to let your friends know of 9 Horses: 1 bay horse, good
their doings. Perhaps you think worker, 6 years old, wt. 1,000
the paper shows partiality but to 1,100; 1 gray mare, 10 years
just see if we don't treat you old, wt. 1,000; 1 bay horse. 4
years old, wt. 1,000; I bay mare,
right if you give us a chance.
3 years old, not broken, and one
d
colt.
ÍThe Solano Church servicelSun 6-- months-ol41 Hogs : 2 Poland China sows,
dayNov. 14th. will be as follows: 3 red Duroc sows and 35 pigs, 2
Sunday School atJlO A.M.'young to 7 weeks old, and 1 Poland
peoplesLeague aC7 PjJJ. and China boar.
Other articles too numerous to
preaching at 8 P.M.
3
mention.
TERMS 12 months' time
The election in Koy went off very
quietly Tuesday. A large vote was will be given, note to draw 6 per
polled, bat the woman vote was much cent interest from date. 10 per
lighter than had been expected. The cent discount for cash on sums
fearful condition of the roads was over $10. Sums over $10 cash
given as the cause ef the few num in hand. All property to be settled for before removing.
ber of women voting.
G. E. & J. C. Holtsclaw,
Oicners.
In some manner three Republicans
were placed on the election board as A. H. Gerard, Auctioneer.
Frank L. Schultz, Clerk.
Judges of Election by the CommisFree lunch at noon bring
sioners, but the matter was adjusted
as one of the Republican judge3 re- your own cups.
--

fused to serve and a democrat was
pointed to fill his vacancy.

ap-

J. M. Ames is the new helper at the
Depot, Mr. Kennard having resigned
The election returns at the Roy a few days ago.
Theatre was received by a large crowd
Mrs. Analea Castle of Tucson, AriTuesday night and the dances given
is visiting her parents and othzona,
news
much
enjoyed
were
betweea the
er relatives at the L. V. Wilson home
by all present.
this week.
BORN
To Mr. and Mrs, Frank
Mias Etna Floersheim of Springer
Seidel, a bouncing baby girl weighing
visited home folks over Sunday. Etten pounds.. The doctor reports all na is doing good work in the Springer
doing nicely except Frank, and he will schools this winter.
"
soon be able to resume his position
with the Roy Trading Co.
Dock McCargo and family have
moved to the J. H. Sansbury, ranch,
The sunshine is appreciated again where we understand Dock will raise
chickens when he is not at the Roy
after the week of rain and fog.

Cleaning Parlors.

A card front Mr. and Mrs. Shaya,
Rev, E.W. RtyMiilen will preawho are spending their honeymoon at
ch
at Liberty, Sunday Nov. 14th.
St. Louis, gives us the news that they
at
the ; close of Sunday Scho
are enjpyjng a fine visit and will be
home to their many friends in Roy ol at ID o'clock.
within:a week or so.
Melville Floergheim was a business
,

,

W. W. Day is reported quite poorly at the Self hospital this week.
Work

It

Hare' and Avoid Worry.

visitor from Springer the fore part
'
of the week.
R. H. Bentley, who has been on the
sick list the past two weeks, is able
to be back at work in the bank again.

not work that kills men; it !
worry. Work Is healthful; you can
Chummy Mexico,
hardly put more on a man than he
In Mexico men and women In the
Worry Is rust upon, the
can benr.
blade. It la not the revolution that same social circle 'mil ench ctbtr by
I
j
destroy the machinery, hut the fric- their Christian niiinea.
tion.'
Is

''

Mrs. J. M. Harris

QLO

at THE CITY TAILOR SHOP
When your car needs fixing,

whether; it be a Ford or Super-Si- x
Just bring it to the

H ave

at last come down

LIBERTY GARAGE

6ood al

I am an expert mechanician

and can do the work
-

'

No

itr:'',;
'..' ftyK.We
larjce,
machine fit,
..

job too small or too

We

and burn in all bearing

tat

how it is d6ne.
-

;

;

us show you

vv ?

A Perfect FitGuaranteed.

'

-

Gerald L. Dodds
V'VY.''-

:i-

Infill lilts

25.00 to $ 50.00

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Dec McCargo

V.-;:- ,.

.

,.

if'."1

'

"f

-

